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Executive Summary

The London Legacy Development
Corporation have commissioned We Made
That to undertake qualitative research into
the local economy of the Legacy Corporation
area. This is the final element of a threepart local economy study that also includes
Existing Business Surveys (Part A) and an
Employment Land Review (Part B).
The ambition of this report is to reveal and
inspire by documenting the nature of places
of employment, recognising the positive
contribution that varied sectors make to the
local economy and providing examples and
recommendations to secure a successful and
vibrant future for employment in the Legacy
Corporation area. The report is comprised of
three parts:
Case Studies
Our sample set of 15 case study businesses
reveals a dynamic and diverse local
economy, underpinned by a strong history of
enterprise and innovation.
Both long-established and recently-founded
companies had the potential to show
strong financial performance. Some of the
businesses interviewed are highly innovative
in their approach to sourcing, socially
focused models and a dedication to ethics
and artistic endeavour.
These businesses have a fierce pride in
their locality. Despite this commitment to the
neighbourhood, for many businesses their
future in the area is less than certain due to
development pressure.
Emerging Employment Trends
Possible directions for the future of
employment in the Legacy Corporation area
have been explored, as follows:
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― ― Small to Medium Scale Food and 		
Drink Manufacturing
― ― ‘Industrial Crafts’ and Small Scale 		
Manufacturing
― ― Tech and Digital Enterprise
― ― Role of Large Institutions and			
Universities
― ― Stratford/ QEOP ‘Halo’
― ― Open Access Specialist Fabrication
Employment & Placemaking
This section of the report highlights four
examples of situations where the presence
of employment uses directly contributes to
the urban character of a particular areas, as
follows:
― ― Stour Road, Food Cluster
― ― Stratford Workshops, Small Business
Hub
― ― Autumn Yard, Working Social Space
― ― Chapman Road, Industrial Fringe
Conclusions
Finally, based on the research and analysis
from all three parts of the report, we have
made a series of recommendations for
supporting the future of employment uses in
the Legacy Corporation area:
1. Food & Drinks Feast: A growing cluster
of food and drinks related businesses in
the area is an asset both economically
and socially, and should be celebrated
and supported.
2. Supporting Making: Manufacturing,
over a range of scales and sectors,
is a significant feature of the Legacy
Corporation area economy currently.
There is also evidence to suggest that
some sectors are growing, which should
be supported.
3. Creative & Social Economies: The
cultural and social value of the creative
clusters in the area is a huge asset
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4.

5.

6.

7.

in terms of shaping the character of
the place and supporting grass-roots
entrepreneurship. This should be
recognised through the planning process.
Security of Tenure: The high levels
of development in the area have the
potential to negatively impact existing
business. Development should therefore
be carefully managed to minimise this
potentially negative effect. Innovative
examples of mixed use development that
retain and provide new opportunities for
existing uses should be supported.
Meeting the Neighbours: There is
strong potential for new employment
development in the Legacy Corporation
area to support existing and new
business as part of its supply chain. The
Legacy Corporation should continue to
support business-to-business trading
between new arrivals and existing
companies, and should seek new and
forward-thinking methods for doing so.
Employment & Placemaking: This report
documents the dynamic between places
of work and the urban character of the
areas around them. Careful consideration
of proposed employment uses, as
opposed to generic provision, should be
encouraged in new developments.
Integration of development and
existing uses: An innovative policy and
placemaking approach will be required
in order to successfully integrate new
proposals into an existing context.
Wider design implications of proposed
development and its relationship with
existing employment uses, particularly
public realm, transportation and parking,
should be carefully considered.
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People of the
Local Economy
1. Tori Bravery
(90 Main Yard)
2. Remi Landaz
(90 Main Yard)
3. Bruno Cabral
(90 Main Yard)
4. Tom Fletcher
(Rejuce)
5. Roger Platt
(Studio Tone)
6. Benedikt Ott
(Truman’s)
7. Rebecca Whyte
(Stour Space)
8. Neil Mcdonald
(Stour Space)
9. Alfie Chambers
(Algha Group)
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Introduction

Objectives
The London Legacy Development
Corporation have commissioned We Made
That to undertake qualitative research into
the local economy of the Legacy Corporation
area. This is the final element of a threepart local economy study that also includes
Existing Business Surveys (Part A) and an
Employment Land Review (Part B).
The ambition of this report is to reveal and
inspire by documenting the nature of places
of employment, recognising the positive
contribution that varied sectors make to the
local economy and providing examples and
recommendations to secure a successful and
vibrant future for employment in the Legacy
Corporation area.
Overview
This report is formed of three sections:
― ― ‘Case Studies’, documenting existing
businesses.
― ― ‘Emerging Employment Trends’,
identifying potential future directions for
employment.
― ― ‘Employment & Placemaking’ exploring
the relationship between places of work
and their neighbourhoods.
Methodology
Full details of the study methodology are
provided in the introduction to each section.
An overview is provided below:
― ― Case Studies: 15 exemplary businesses
have been selected for documentation.
Businesses were asked to participate
in a 45 minute interview regarding the
background of the business, employment
and growth, the business premises and
the company’s integration with the wider
area. Through a process of documentary
photography and spatial illustrations,
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the study reveals the successes of these
businesses and the challenges facing them.
Specially commissioned images of the
inputs, processes, products and people
of selected in-depth case studies have
been taken by photographer, Thomas
Adank. These are intended to change
perceptions of some activities taking
place in the area, presenting them all as
equally valuable.
― ― Emerging Trends: Six trends have
been identified through analysis of the
Existing Business Surveys, potential
consequences of planned developments,
super-local observations of existing
employment patterns and London-wide
trends that bear particular relevance to
the area. Due to the speculative nature
of the subject matter, insight has been
sought through a series of interviews with
industry experts and practitioners. Those
with an overview of a particular sector
were sought in preference to individual
businesses. Where study data relevant
to a particular trend exists this has been
considered and referenced.
― ― Employment & Placemaking: Four
examples of characteristic spatial
typologies of employment uses have
been identified, in discussion with LLDC.
These areas have been investigated
through on-site observation, photography,
individual interviews undertaken with
Case Study businesses, and additional
interviews with landlords and tenants in
the selected locations.
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Algha Group’s inputs, processes and products. Photo: Thomas Adank

Case Studies
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Case Studies Introduction
The case studies included in this Qualitative
Research are intended to add depth and
texture to the information collected through
the Existing Business Surveys in Part A of
this Local Economy Study.

financial performance. Having re-established
a renowned brand in 2012, Truman’s brewery
has grown rapidly to employ 16 people and
turnover £2m annually, with substantial
further growth predicted.

15 exemplary businesses have been selected
for documentation. Through a process of
interviews, documentary photography and
spatial illustrations, the study reveals the
successes of these businesses and the
challenges facing them. Particular attention
has been paid to the physical nature of
these places of work, the relationships with
their neighbourhoods and their potential to
positively impact the surrounding community
and beyond.

Amongst some interviewees, money was not
the primary motivation for their organisation.
A dedication to social impact, ethics and
artistic endeavour was common in recently
established companies: showing a developing
social and civic economy in the area,
particularly in Hackney Wick and Fish Island.

Our sample set of businesses reveals
a dynamic and diverse local economy,
underpinned by a strong history of enterprise
and innovation. We have aimed to capture
this diversity: from hives of creative activity
to delicious drinks producers, highly
specialist manufacturers to ambitious digital
start-ups. 7 of the 15 businesses have
been established within the last four years,
although some have been trading for much
longer - almost 150 years, and still under the
management of a relative of the founder in
the case of E. Abrahams & Co.
Some of the businesses interviewed are
highly innovative, particularly in their
approach to sustainability. Reclamation and
sharing of materials is common practice
amongst the creative communities we met,
and in the case of Rejuce, even surplus fruit
and vegetables are seen as an opportunity
for ethical enterprise.
Both long-established and recently-founded
companies had the potential to show strong
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These businesses have a fierce pride in their
locality. Nearly all described themselves
as ‘locally rooted’ and many of those
interviewed said that they actively used their
location in East London as a marketable
feature of their brand or product.
Despite this commitment to the
neighbourhood, for many businesses their
future in the area was less than certain due
to development pressure. Only three of the
businesses interviewed held the freehold
or long-term leasehold on their premises.
More than half of the case studies directly
reported that insecurity in their tenure had
the potential to affect their business. To
those businesses requiring industrial or
light industrial spaces, declining provision
of such premises in central London means
that relocation is likely to mean a significant
move to outer London, rather than finding
alternative premises within their current
borough.
In an area with a comparatively high
proportion of employment land (122 Ha
identified in Part A of this study: 23% of
the total LLDC area compared with 10%
of LB Tower Hamlets overall, based on a
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2008 Employment Land Review by URS
and Knight Frank), these businesses
are significant in forming the character
of the area. Many have impacts on their
wider environs, whether through use of
external space for their business activities,
hosting public events or supporting local
supply chains. The cumulative effect is
one of resilient and visible communities
of entrepreneurship by comparison with
industrial areas elsewhere in London, which
can often lack a ‘public face’.
A successful and vibrant local economy will
form a key aspect of the Legacy delivered
in the Corporation area. The presence
of such a diversity of existing enterprise
should therefore be supported and built
upon. These case study examples therefore
identify the threats and opportunities
present to employment in the area, to allow
recommendations for directions of future
economic growth in the Legacy Corporation
area to be made.
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Studio Tone
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Case Study Location Map
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1

Truman’s

The Eyrie
2-3 Stour Road
E3 2NT
T: 0208 533 3575
W: www.trumansbeer.co.uk
Background
Truman’s Brewery was originally established
in 1666. Over more than 320 years, it
became one of the best known names
in brewing across London, particularly
associated with the east. However, after a
series of buy-outs, it was closed in 1989.
With the intention of resurrecting the name,
the current owners were able to buy the
brand from Heineken in 2012. Truman’s was
subsequently re-established in Stour Road,
and has since experienced rapid (re)growth.

Key facts
― ― Owned by director, James Morgan, and
multiple shareholders.
― ― Limited company, Black Eagle Brewery
Ltd, established 2010.
― ― Moved to the area in 2012.
― ― Premises are held on a 6 year lease.
― ― Building size: 5,000 sq ft (460 sq m),
with further 5,000 sq ft external yard.
Currently expanding to an additional
2,500 sq ft internally and externally.
― ― Staff: Currently 16 employees, expected
to increase.
― ― Suppliers: Kent, East Anglia, Scotland,
London.
― ― Customers: Predominantly East London,
many within 1 mile of the brewery.

Keg stacks, Truman’s
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6.
7.
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9.
10.

Office
Meeting space
Brewery space
Yard (accessed from Smeed Road)
Stour Road (parallel to yard)
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Business and employment growth
Over the last 14 months, Truman’s have
grown from three employees to 16 currently.
Although they expect that the rate of
growth may slow, their forecast is for 25 or
more employees within the next year. The
business has already exceeded its initial
(ambitious) business plans.
Turnover for the current financial year is
expected to be £2m, doubling each year
for the next two years and reaching £6-8m
over three years. Business forecasts are for
turnover to reach £10-12m within 6 years.
The main threat to this growth is uncertainty
of tenure on the premises.

Suppliers
The main inputs to the business are hops,
malt and water. Hops are sourced from Kent,
and malt from East Anglia or Scotland.
Beyond these inputs, the business tries
to source locally as much as possible,
for example, high-end printed labels from
Baddeley Brothers and print design by local
artist, James Brown.
Customers
Truman’s supplies directly to pubs across
East London, many within a mile of the
brewery. Several customers collect directly
from the brewery themselves.

The Eyrie, entrance and external yard area
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Location
Truman’s selected the Hackney Wick area
to set up their brewery as they strongly felt
that theirs was an ‘East End brand’, that
the location helps to support the brand
identity. They required premises with a
significant amount of space internally and
externally, with access for articulated lorries,
suitably distanced from significant residential
development due to a certain amount of smell
associated with the brewing process. They
found a lack of industrial or light industrial
space more centrally in London, and that
other available sites were subject to property
speculation and therefore insecure. The
transport links to the A12 are a benefit for
deliveries further afield, and they are also well
located to supply to pubs in central London.
Their current tenure is a 6 year lease, which
they hope to extend. However, the property
freehold has been recently purchased by a
new owner and their tenancy this is therefore
potentially threatened in the long term.
Brewing is a capital intensive business,
requiring investment in large brewing
vessels, for example. Without security
of tenure, they will not be able to make
investments at this significant level.
Physical nature of place of work
Truman’s occupy 5,000 sq ft internally,
spread between two adjacent units of the
same 1980’s, light industrial building. Of this
50% of the floor space is used for brewing,
30-40% cold storage and the remainder
for administration, dry storage, events etc.
Ceiling heights in the building range from
4.6m to 5.4m at the height of the roof pitch.
Ideally these would be slightly higher to
accommodate larger vessels.
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Brewing vessels

There is an equal amount of space again
in an external yard. This is used for cask
washing, storing spent grain, parking and
articulated vehicle access. The yard has also
been used for events, with a few thousand
people attending their launch party. There is
potential for the yard to be used for future
events, potentially a beer festival. They are
in the process of signing a lease for a further
unit of 2,500 sq ft and its associated yard
space. As they continue to grow, they may
need further dry storage, which they may
have to secure off site if it is not possible to
take on any more space on the same site.
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Training and mentorship schemes
Truman’s have recently expanded their team
with an apprentice sponsored by Hackney
Community College. They are currently
paying for 2 members of staff to go through
their professional brewing accreditation at
the Institute of Brewing and Distilling. They
have also funded accountancy training,
forklift training and marketing training for
their employees.
The business intends to sign up to
Apprenticeship Schemes and take on
apprentices from Tower Hamlets, Hackney
and Newham. Brewing is a ‘learning by
doing’ profession, so the business is well
placed to take on apprentices from ‘high risk’
groups. Truman’s are currently significantly
expanding the brewing side of the business
– which is most suitable for entry by those of
low employment skills. Job prospects for those
apprentices are positive in the long run, due to
the number of breweries opening across the
country. Brewing, as a mature industry, offers
a structured progression through the industry
from apprentice, to assistant brewer, second
brewer and head brewer.
Integration within neighbourhood
“Brewing an industry that thrives on 		
community, and vice versa”
Truman’s feel strongly that they are one of
many businesses in the area creating jobs,
investment and a sense of community. They
feel that there is a culture of entrepreneurship
and creativity that should be fostered, but
is threatened by uncertainty in the face
of development. This applies equally to
businesses are currently thriving or are only
just starting up.
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Sustainability
Spent grain from the brewing process
is currently sent to a dairy herd in
Hertfordshire, but Truman’s are making plans
to send it instead to the Lee Valley Regional
Park Authority’s dairy herd in the northern
Lee Valley. Their beer is sold in casks which
are returned, washed and reused.
Other aspects of environmental footprint
are energy usage and yeast-water effluent.
These are harder to address, particularly
without supplementary funding. Having
investigated possibilities, it is unlikely that
the brewery would be able to meet their
power requirements with on site generation.
Innovative business models
Truman’s recently won Society of
Independent Brewers ‘Best Business
Development’ Award. Their model is
particularly innovative because they are
trading from a previously established brand.
They have also entered market place at
greater scale than most other new breweries.
This was a deliberate tactic to avoid the
cost of scaling up time after time is high.
They were confident in the market for the
product, and were therefore able to secure
investment through selling equity. Handling
all their own deliveries, marketing and sales
is also unusual for a new brewery, but allows
Truman’s to retain profit margins.
Local links
Truman’s links with local businesses are
fairly extensive. In addition to the supply
links mentioned above, they are currently
investing in a new bottling line with Dalston
Cola (refer to Case Study 15) in the newly
acquired unit, where they will also become
tenants of Truman’s. This collaborative
relationship, facilitated by co-location allows
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businesses such as Truman’s and Dalston
Cola to share some of the same challenges
of related businesses (distribution, sales)
and work together on solutions, whilst not
directly competing. Truman’s are also wellplaced to become involved in Foreman &
Field Hampers with their high-end products.
A new venture for the business is the
opening of a temporary bar in Swan Wharf,
with The Hive.
Truman’s describe themselves as
“extraordinarily locally rooted”. Historically,
breweries have always been well linked
into their areas, although often this link has
since been lost when breweries have closed
down. In its relatively short time in the area,
Truman’s has established not only customer
relationships, but also but also professional
relationships with local authorities, planning
authorities, licensing and so on. The
business has quickly become a strong
contributor to the area, both economically
and socially, and hope to be able to continue
in this role.
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Rejuce

10 Stour Road
Vittoria Wharf
E3 2NT
T: 0208 980 4242
W: www.rejuce.co.uk
Background
Rejuce is a London based smoothie and juice
company founded in Hackney Wick, which
uses food surpluses from major distributors
and wholesale markets, “not good enough to
be sold but too good to be thrown away”, to
make healthy, delicious and ethical drinks.

Key facts
― ― Director, Thomas Fletcher, is the
business’ sole owner.
― ― Incorporated as a Limited Company in
October 2012.
― ― Premises are rented on a 2 year lease in
a shared workspace.
― ― Employees 3 to 10 staff, seasonally.
― ― Suppliers: New Spitalfields Market, also
packing and distribution centres in Kent.
― ― Customers: Predominantly East London,
some summer festivals nationally.

Their juices are made from raw, unconcentrated, un-pasteurised, whole fresh fruit
that would otherwise have been thrown away.

‘The kitchen under the moon’
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Exterior yard
Stour Road
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Business and employment growth
During his Masters’ studies in Environmental
Politics and Globalisation, Rejuce director,
Thomas Fletcher, discovered that each year
over 400,000 tonnes of fresh fruit and veg is
wasted by the retail industry. New Spitalfields
Market alone produces between 15-30 tonnes
of food waste per day, making it the largest
creator of edible food ‘waste’ in the UK.
When the business started in 2012, they
were able to make an average of 400 litres of
juice a day from ½ tonne of food waste. With
the purchase of specialist juicing/ compacting
equipment, they are now capable of processing
6 tonnes food waste a day. In the future, the
business aims to produce 10,000 litres of juice
a week, which would fill 40,000 bottles.
Work is seasonal and fluctuating, with
Summer season seeing the highest demand.
The business employees between 3 and 10
people dependent on the season.
The business is operated on a portfolio of
activities. Director Tom Fletcher, also a chef,
teaches cookery classes at The Osmani
Centre in Tower Hamlets, host ‘Beggars
Banquets’ at the premises and hires the
kitchen facilities out at affordable rates to
other food start-ups.
Suppliers
Rejuce sources surplus food primarily from
New Spitalfields Market, and fresh food
distributors in Evesham and Kent.
Customers
Rejuce supply mainly to East London cafés,
bars and venues, including: The Russet Hackney, Counter Café - Hackney Wick,
Passing Clouds - Dalston, Budgens - Mile
End Road. An electric milk float is used to
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distribute and collect, and distance range is
therefore limited.
Seasonally, Rejuce also supply to a range
of festivals including Secret Garden Party,
Bestival and Field Day Festival.
Location
Rejuce moved into their current premises at
Vittoria Wharf in October 2011. The premises
are used primarily as kitchen facility for
preparing of fruit, making juice, packaging,
storage and distribution.
The business was originally attracted to the
area because of its affordability and location
near to New Spitalfields Market, as well as
having social contacts who knew the area.
The premises are rented on a 2 year lease at
a rate of £12.75 per sq ft per annum. In the
future, the business plans to set up a mobile
juice kitchen by acquiring a van to use as
a transportable kitchen facility. This would
be taken to juice directly at the food waste
source, thereby reducing transportation
resources. This set up would only then
require minimal permanent premises.
Physical nature of place of work
Rejuce is situated within a shared warehouse
facility divided into studio spaces shared by
mix of creative occupants. The total area
of the warehouse is 6,000 sq ft. Individual
studios, units and the Rejuce kitchen are
located around a shared central space which
is used to host social events and acts as an
internal communal social space, including
the ‘Beggars Banquets’: fundraising events
held by Rejuce.
Rejuce’s kitchen has been self-built and uses
reclaimed and donated materials including
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fridges from a local supermarket. To the rear
of the kitchen, a storage area holds packaging
materials, bottled juice and freezers.
Entry to the warehouse is via an external
courtyard, which is also used as an outdoor
community amenity space. The outdoor
space is collectively managed by the tenants
and used for a varying range of activities
including; events, gardening, overspill of
general storage, a work area and loading bay.
Impact on surrounding places
As part of fundraising initiatives, Rejuce host
approximately 6 ‘Beggars Banquets’ a year.
These are large dinner events where local
chefs use only salvaged, surplus food to
provide a celebratory meal for guests. Tickets
sell for £25 per head, and the Banquets
generally have around 150 to 200 people in

attendance. Sales are used to raise money
for the People’s Kitchen (Community Kitchen
Passing Clouds), United Diversity (Cooperative Development Network) and Rejuce.
Links with larger institutions or corporations
Tom Fletcher has spoken about his
sustainable business and use of food waste
at the European Union.
New Spitalfields Market is responsible for the
largest amount of edible food waste in the
UK. Rejuce is one of only a select group of
businesses that are able to use their surplus
food free of charge.
Training and mentorship schemes
Rejuce are currently a small enterprise,
and therefore do not currently offer training,
although director,Tom Fletcher, teaches

Vittoria Wharf yard
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cooking locally and would therefore be
interested to support this in the future. The
Rejuce kitchen is available to hire for other
SME businesses and a rate of £80 a day 8
hours, £10 an hour. Discounts are available
for ethical cooks.
Integration within neighbourhood
The business is part of a strong local network
of start-up food and drink manufacturers.
These businesses share resources,
equipment and knowledge: for example
Rejuce jointly purchased professional juicing
equipment with Dalston Cola, a drinks company
based in an adjacent unit of Vittoria Wharf.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
Rejuce is highly committed to sustainability
throughout the business. This is often
prioritised over commercial concerns. A

primary target of the business is to reduce
food waste wherever possible. This is
currently achieved through juice production,
but with the possibility of expanding into other
products. This is a highly innovative business
model that is directly linked to consideration
of sustainability and ethical trading.
In addition to the sustainable sourcing of
fruits, Rejuce uses 100% recycled PET
bottles & eco-friendly labels. Sustainable
transport is also considered: produce is
transported on trolley bikes or a battery
powered electric milk float.
Local links
Rejuce is a locally rooted business for both
social and logistical reasons i.e. proximity
to New Spitalfields Market. The affordability
of their current space is a contributor to

Beggars’ Banquet, Vittoria Wharf, hosted by Rejuce
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the business viability, as is access to East
London markets and customers.
As with many food businesses, social
and community links are also highly
important. For Rejuce, these include the
opportunity to host large dinners internally
and events externally which are facilitated
by the available spaces in the warehouse
complex. Links with other local food and
drinks businesses are also highly important,
whether just sharing knowledge and
experience, or physically sharing items of
equipment that couldn’t be funded by one
business alone.
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3

90 Main Yard/
No. 90 Bar & Restaurant

90 Wallis Road
E9 5LN
T: 020 8986 4874 (Studios & Co-Working)
T: 020 8986 0090 (Restaurant)
W: www.90mainyard.co.uk
Background
90 Main Yard is a multipurpose venue,
focused on community and collaboration.
The building hosts two parallel and related
businesses: No. 90 Bar & Restaurant on
the ground floor, and Innovation @ Main
Yard and Studios @ Main Yard on the upper
floors: a co-working space and dedicated
music, photography and arts studios.

Key facts
― ― No. 90 Bar & Restaurant, run by directors
Remi Landaz and Bruno Cabral.
― ― Innovation @ Main Yard and Studios
@ Main Yard, co-working and studios,
established in 2013 by directors Remi
Landaz and Tori Bravery.
― ― Moved into premises in June 2012.
― ― The building is leased, with LLDC owning
the freehold.
― ― Building size is 16,150 sq ft (1500 sq m).
― ― 16 employed in the restaurant and bar, 3
in the co-working and studio space.
― ― Suppliers: Building materials have
been salvaged, restaurant supplies are
regional.
― ― Customers: Predominantly local to
Hackney Wick for both studios and
restaurant.

Innovation @ Main Yard, second floor
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6. Co working space
7. Meeting rooms
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Business and employment growth
The 90 Main Yard businesses have grown
out of two parallel motivations: finding
premises from which to run a pre-existing
events production company, Half Baked, and
the desire to run an innovative workspace.
These have combined to create a dynamic
environment within which many activities
currently take place.
The ground floor space, run by Half Baked
partners, Remi Landaz and Bruno Cabral, is
a restaurant, bar, gallery and events venue.
The upper two floors, run by Remi Landaz
and Tori Bravery, host a co-working space and
specialist music, photography and arts studios.
Having taken on the tenancy of the premises
in June 2012 and renovated the building,
all 13 permanent studios are now occupied,
with a waiting list for tenants. The restaurant
currently opens on evening and weekends,
and the intention is to increase opening
hours to also include weekdays.
Within two years of tenancy, the businesses
now employ over 16 people, full and part time,
whilst also supporting the wider business
community through their co-working space.
The financial viability of the co-working and
studios are still proving challenging after
significant initial investment. Turnover for the
restaurant is estimated at between £500600,000 for this year.
There are no other shareholders of the
business, the development of which was
financed through a mixture of personal
savings, loans and funds raised through
running club events.
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Suppliers
The suppliers to the restaurant, range from
London-based to Essex and further afield.
The businesses aim to support local talent
by providing workspace, but also promoting
local artists in the gallery and providing a
showcase for local live bands.
Customers
Main Yard Innovation/ Studios cater for a
range of users: musicians, music producers
and DJs in the music studios, and architects,
theatre and film companies, a wine merchant
and Loughborough University Marketing and
PR department in the co-working space.
The London Bicycle Tour Company are
beginning to run a cycle hire scheme from
the ground floor of the premises due to its
proximity to the QE Olympic Park.
Restaurant customers are mainly Hackneybased due to limited opening hours at present,
but it is expect that this customer base will be
expanded with longer opening hours.
Location
Half Baked Events were originally based
in Shoreditch, but were forced to leave
their premises due to development in 2008.
After a period of short term tenancies, the
directors moved into the upper floors of 90
Main Yard in June 2012, and the ground floor
in October 2012.
The businesses were attracted to the area
as the directors have lived in Hackney
Wick for around 7 years, and know it well.
They like vibrancy and creative feel of the
area, and were seeking large premises to
accommodate both parts of the venture,
where any noise from night-time events
would not disturb residential neighbours.
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There is a potential long-term threat to
the building due to its close proximity to a
potential vehicle access route to the QE
Olympic Park.
Physical nature of place of work
90 Main Yard is located in a three story
building: a former printers and dye cutting
factory adjacent to the River Lee Navigation
Canal. The premises are leased, with the
freehold being owned by LLDC.
Ceiling heights decrease on the upper floors
of the building, but are still generous at 5.1m
for the ground floor bar and kitchen space,
4.1m for the first floor studios and 3.4m for
the second floor co-working space.
The internal spaces were fitted out from
empty shells on an extremely low budget.
This model of leasing a large space or

building, sub-dividing it and then sub-letting
spaces at a small profit is a common means
of supplying affordable workspace in the
area. All internal works have been self-built
using primarily reclaimed items such as
double glazed windows from Gumtree. This
kept the overall spend low, and has also
resulted in a creative, informal atmosphere
throughout the building.
The upper floors of the building host 10
sound-proofed music studios between
10 and 30sqm, 3 conventional studios, a
photography studio and co-working space for
35-40 permanent desks and 20 hot desks.
Rents vary between £500-£1,100 per month
for music studios, £375-£800 for a studio,
£200 for a desk. Ad-hoc membership of the
co-working space is available on a daily
basis (£20), 5 days a month (£50) or 12 days

No. 90, main entrance
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a month (£100). Tenants have access to
other meeting room spaces, shared kitchen
and a communal seating area.
The adjacent external yard is used as a host
space and for parking. The London Bicycle
Tour Company will soon be using the yard
as a basis for Olympic Park cycle tours,
as tenants of 90 Main Yard. Main Yard is
also home to a burger van which has been
established in the area for 20 years.
90 Main Yard are currently pursuing plans
to turn their roof into a usable events and
community space. Full funding is yet to be
secured, although the intention is to seek
crowd funding to support both this proposal
and works to ensure the current lift becomes
DDA compliant.
Impact on surrounding places
Historically, there has been some sensitivity
about night time events run by No. 90 due
to a history of raves in the area and the
building’s proximity to the QE Olympic Park.
Such events are now rare, although are
occasionally used to raise fund for works to
the building.
Overall the impact of the building has been
positive. A welcoming entrance platform
has been created onto Main Yard, and the
low-threshold enterprise support and skills
sharing available on the upper floors benefits
businesses beyond No. 90 and Main Yard
Innovation/ Studios themselves.
Links with larger institutions or corporations
90 Main Yard are excited about links with
Loughborough University through the hire
of co-working desks for their Marketing and
PR Department, prior to their arrival at the
Here East development. This example of a
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supportive relationship between a large ‘new
arrival’ institution and an existing business is
one that could be encouraged as a potential
means of tying in Legacy developments with
their surroundings, socially and economically,
as well as physically.
Training and mentorship schemes
Both businesses on the site currently provide
positions for two interns each.
Main Yard Innovation/Studios is currently in
discussion with Hackney Council to allow
them to offer more training locally, and have
recently advertised a job through Create
Jobs ‘Creative Employment Programme’.
Integration within neighbourhood
Through the nature of the business, 90 Main
Yard provides a significant resource to the
local community. Main Yard Innovation offers
enterprise support through skills sharing and
classes, whilst other spaces in the building
are used for yoga classes, dance and various
community activities.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
90 Main Yard have taken a frugal and
sustainable approach to refurbishing the
building by using recycled and donated
materials. Plans to extend their use of the
roof may include the installation of solar
panels, which would be of direct benefit due
to the large amounts of electricity required to
run the space.
Innovative business models
90 Main Yard won recently won the People’s
Choice Award at the Mayor of Hackney
Business Awards 2014. Their model is of
a set of dynamic and co-supporting uses:
tenants of the building use the restaurant,
and in turn the restaurant raises the profile
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of the workspaces. The businesses are
fundamentally entrepreneurial, in their
support of other businesses, but also in their
attitude to responding creatively to available
resources. Having successfully established 90
Main Yard, the directors are already looking
for further premises to expand their business,
primarily in East London having begun to
make a name for themselves in the area.
Local links
The personal and emotional determination
required on the behalf of the directors to
deliver 90 Main Yard with such low finance
has meant the business is heavily locally
invested. The majority of staff and customers
are locally based, and provided that their
tenancy continues, 90 Main Yard is well
placed to become an excellent resource for
the community.

No. 90, restaurant space
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Folded Feather

Unit 9
96 White Post Lane
E9 5EN
T: 07852 799651
W: www.foldedfeather.com
Background
Folded Feather create original and engaging
object theatre and puppetry performance
through collaboration with other artists,
performers and musicians. They are high-end
theatrical movement specialists: often turning
found objects into characters and delivering
wildly transforming sets.
Their work encompasses design, fabrication,
puppetry movement and performance.

Key facts
― ― Currently two directors, Oliver Smart and
Nerea Villares.
― ― Company limited by guarantee (not
shareholdings) founded in 2011.
― ― Moved to the area around 1 year, 3
months ago.
― ― Sub-letting part of a shared warehouse
space on a 1 year rolling contract.
― ― Unit size: 1,290 sq ft (120 sqm).
― ― The business has no employees, all
members of the team work on a selfemployed basis.
― ― Suppliers: A wide range of specialist
materials stockists of anything from fine
timbers to thermo plastics as well as
found objects.
― ― Customers: National and international
theatres and theatre companies.

Folded Feather, shared workshop area
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Business and employment growth
Company has no direct employees: all
members of the Folded Feather team are
involved on a self-employed basis. This
allows the high levels of flexibility required
in the theatre industry. The business is
therefore able to respond to ‘droughts’ and
‘floods’ of work. At their most busy, up to
five people work for the company, often in
collaboration with wider creative teams.
They have recently taken on freelance
administrative assistance and are likely to be
in a position to take on another fabrication
assistant in the near future. All members
of Folded Feather, including the directors,
support their income with complimentary
work including teaching and freelance
puppeteering.
As the company undertakes more work, they
are becoming better known and progressively
busier. All work is gained through referral,
and the company undertakes no marketing.
Budgets for the work undertaken are
increasing. Turnover for current accounting
year is around £30k.
Suppliers
Folded Feather are known for transforming
found objects into characters. They therefore
work with objects that can be sourced from
a variety of sources, including potato sacks
from their neighbours, the German Deli.
The business sometimes sub-contracts
locally, including metalworkers and
photographers. They have also used The
Hive for rehearsals.
Customers
Customers for performance work are theatres
and venues, which buy Folded Feather
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shows for a guarantee. These theatres are
often based in the UK, although some area also
across Europe. The closest theatre that the
company works with is the Half Moon Theatre in
Bow, although they have also performed at The
Yard Theatre in Queen’s Yard.
Design and fabrication work is commissioned
by theatre companies that are producing
shows. This has included the National
Theatre, a variety of companies requiring
movement specialists and sometimes
festivals. Folded Feather also facilitate
companies and shows from overseas to
come to the UK if they involve their design
work.
Location
Folded Feather use their White Post Lane
studio as a base, but also work from home or
directly in theatres. The studio and workshop
space is required for fabrication and design
of their work.
The business has been in the premises
for just over 1 year. Prior to this they had
a leasehold warehouse property in Manor
House, but moved due to rents being
disproportionately high for the size and
quality of space available.
Folded Feather currently sub-let a portion
of a shared warehouse space and a shared
office space on a rolling 1 year contract. The
flexibility of the tenure suits the business.
The directors are confident that if forced
to move, Folded Feather will carry on. As
artistic practitioners for over 20 years, they
are used to responding to the situation they
are in to secure affordable space, even if that
means relocating. They feel that the creative
community is resilient: uncertainty and threat
are not a problem - they’re used to it.
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They were attracted to the location through
personal links and the artistic identity of the
area. For creative businesses, “It’s a good
place to say where you’re from”.
Physical nature of place of work
The warehouse occupied by the business in
one of a group of adjacent light industrial units
on Hamlet Industrial Estate. The units are
organised along two sides of a shared central
yard, with gated access and parking. Aside
from Folded Feather, the unit accommodates
an artist who works primarily in wood, a metal
fabricator and a photographer. The height
of the space - up to 6.6m - is important for
the scale of work that is produced, as is
the presence of an external yard, which is
sometimes used for fabrication.
Separate office provision away from
the noise and dust of the workshop is
accommodated in a single story area above
the entrance to the warehouse. The business
has only on-site storage and generally don’t
store what they make as most things go to
theatres/ venues.
The 24 hour presence of other businesses
in the central yard creates a good sense of
community and also helps with security, as
does the increased pedestrian flow through
the area since White Post Lane bridge
opened linking to the QE Olympic Park.
Impact on surrounding places
The nature of the business is that it has a
greater presence elsewhere than it does on
site. The temporary nature of their tenure
affects their willingness to invest in a greater
presence.
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Director, Oliver Smart and colleague

Links with larger institutions or corporations
The nature of the performance industry is
that Folded Feather work through making
links with as many organisations as possible.
These can be with theatres and companies
such as The National Theatre, Little Angel
Theatre, Outer Chaos and Theatre Rights, or
educational establishments such as Central
School of Speech and Drama and Rose
Bruford College of Theatre & Performance.
Thy have previously received Arts Council
funding, which helped the business to support
a stage manager, director and two fabricators.
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Training and mentorship schemes
It is important to the business to pay as well as
they can, above the union minimum for paid
work: “In the arts if people want to do something
they will often do it for free”. They are therefore
reluctant to take interns, but realise that it can
be very hard to learn their skills other than ‘on
the job’, and therefore sometimes take interns
for three or four days only, with the intention of
providing valuable experience.
Local links
Although Folded Feather are enthusiastic
about the creative community of the Hackney
Wick area where they are located, they are
very aware that they may be forced to leave
the premises at some point in the future. The
directors are artists with long experience of
relocating to secure affordable space, and
work in a highly changeable industry.
“I’m positive and cynical at the same 		
time. You have to be to keep a 		
business going, you have to 			
be realistic.”
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King Apparel

Suite 339 Stratford Workshops
Burford Road
Stratford
E15 2SP
T: 020 8221 1611
W: www.king-apparel.com
Background
King Apparel are a men’s streetwear brand
with over 10 years of cutting edge heritage.
The brand is defined by independence,
integrity and exclusivity: producing 300
pieces or less per item with no re-runs once
sold out.

Key facts
― ― Founded by directors, Tim Hoad and Paul
Linton.
― ― Limited company, established in 2003.
― ― Both directors are east London locals,
and the business has been in the
premises since 2005.
― ― Rolling lease of two units in Stratford
Workshops.
― ― Unit size: 730 sq ft (68 sqm).
― ― Currently employing 5 people full time,
including the directors.
― ― Suppliers: Portugal, China, Bangladesh.
― ― Customers: Primarily UK fashion stores,
although currently expanding in Europe
and overseas.

They have a reputation for cutting edge
design, impeccable quality and innovation.

Offices, top floor, Stratford Workshops
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Business and employment growth
King Apparel’s directors were a professional
snowboarder and graphic designer,
respectively. Having had the idea for the
business in 2002, they spent a year with
Prince’s Trust and the East London Small
Business Centre preparing and raising funds
before formally establishing in 2003. In 2005
they sought their own premises in Stratford
Workshops: initially in one room, then
expanding to the current business space.
The business grew to employ 2-3 people
within one year and at their peak they had
7 employees. The business suffered during
the recession due to problems with suppliers,
but are now recovering and expanding into
Europe and internationally.
Eleven years after founding, the business
turnover is now £750k and they employ 5
people, all from north and east London. Due
to a recent deal with a production company
which will bring additional resources and
infrastructure, the business turnover in the
UK is expected to grow to around £2m in the
next two years in the UK. The business has
big ambitions for growth, particularly back by
their new investors.
Suppliers
T-shirts are sourced from Portugal, and
the business’ signature ‘cut and sew’
work is done in China on jackets, shirts,
jumpers, hoodies and jeans. They work
with one Korean company with a factory in
Bangladesh and are likely to move to using
some suppliers in Turkey.
Customers
King Apparel currently sell primarily in the
UK, to 80 wholesale stores and directly from
their own website. They have a growing
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customer base in the US and in Europe,
especially Germany. They have distribution in
the following countries: Germany, Portugal,
Scandinavia, Japan, Russia and licensed in
Australia and New Zealand, Brazil.
The business is now focusing on new
directions, rather than targeting independent
UK stores that suffered during the recession,
they are increasingly dealing with larger
outlets such as ASOS and overseas
distributors. In two years time, they expect to
be selling more overseas than in the UK.
Location
King Apparel are based in adjacent top
floor units of a multi-unit building: Stratford
Workshops. The business was directed to
the location by the Princes’ Trust, without
whom they are unlikely to have found it.
The founders were attracted by the location
because it was close to where they lived
and alternative locations in Shoreditch and
Docklands were not affordable.
The building is managed by Newham
Council, and is offered to small businesses
at affordable rent and service charge rates:
£11-£17/sq ft per annum including service
charge. King Apparel rent their space on
a one month notice basis. Having been
tenants in the building for nearly 10 years
this is seen a positive - they can move with
little notice - rather than that they might be
vulnerable to being moved on.
When King Apparel originally moved in to
the building in 2005, they found that no
customers would visit them as it was too
far away, or an unknown location. Since the
Olympic Games in Stratford, big brands and
retailers are happy to visit, they are curious
to see the area.
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The nature of the neighbouring tenants in
Stratford Workshops has changed over the
years. Previously there were more creative
tenants: music PR, graphic designers, film
studios and photo studios. Many units are
now tenanted by small scale manufacturing by
overseas workers and there is a high tenancy
turnover rate. King Apparel feel that this has
impacted the community spirit of the tenants.
Physical nature of place of work
Stratford Workshops is a four storey Victorian
building divided into multiple individual units.
King Apparel have a showroom and office
space on the top floor of the building and
additional storage off site. There are shared
WCs between businesses.
The age and repair of the building has been
problematic, and there are issues with leaks,
associated interior damage, the condition of
the shared WCs and non-functioning lifts.
During the business’ time in the building the
Council have removed a permanent manager,
assistant, care taker and security staff patrols.
Parking at Stratford Workshops is challenging
since parking restrictions were introduced on
Burford Road. This impacts some businesses
ability to trade although the location is well
connected by public transport.
King Apparel are enthusiastic about the
potential of the building to be a dynamic
small business hub, but feel that it doesn’t
currently live up to it.
“When you’re outside, you can see 		
how amazing the building is, but not 		
enough people know about it.”
Impact on surrounding places
King Apparel have previously run a pop-up
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store in Covent Garden with a series of gigs
and in-store events. The business has strong
links with the music industry, particularly the
grime music scene would like to do more public
events, having run club nights previously.
Links with larger institutions or corporations
Credibility and connections in the music industry
have contributed to King Apparel’s strong brand
presence. Artists such as Plan B and Wretch32
are associated with the company, and there is
a shared culture between them, proud of their
East London heritage.
Having had early support from the Princes
Trust, the King Apparel now retains limited
links with the charity.
Training and mentorship schemes
King Apparel take interns, including one
currently from the Netherlands, covered by
an education grant. One former intern is now
a full time employee.
Tim Hoad also sometimes does independent
business mentoring and seminars, for example
‘Go Think Big’ with FHM, speaking to 150
young people about how to run a business.
Integration within neighbourhood
King Apparel feel that the community that
was once present in Stratford Workshops has
recently been lost. They hope that this may
change with the large amounts of residential
development bringing a new creative
population, and look to initiatives such as
Sugarhouse Studios as exciting examples of
what could happen in the area.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
King Apparel are the biggest brand in their
sector in the UK. Many smaller streetwear
brands were victims of the recession. By
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comparison, King Apparel’s commitment to
quality and exclusivity has seen them survive
and now growing stronger.
Local links
King Apparel is “100%, an East London
brand.” To them the area has always been
about people with no privileges earning
things for themselves. This creative, selfstarting attitude runs through the King
Apparel business. Their ‘Hard Graft’ range,
for example, reflects this:

Being based in East London runs through
the theme of the brand, and is now a ‘cool’
thing to be. Their intention is therefore to stay
in East London, even if growth and success
mean they have to relocate from the current
premises.

“‘Hard Graft’: where we’re based, 		
where we started, where we grew up,
the values we were given as kids.”

Product display in King Apparel’s offices
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Showforce

Unit 001 Stratford Workshops
Burford Road
Stratford
E15 2SP
T: 020 8519 5252
W: www.showforce.com
TW:@showforcegroup
Background
Showforce supplies crew and front-ofhouse staff for the events and entertainment
industry. Specialist skills that they are able to
offer include: event builds, rigging, lighting,
video, as well as design and technical
event support. A locally founded company,
Showforce supplied and trained crew for the
2012 London Olympic Games.

Key facts
― ― Showforce has a single director, Ian
Spendlove.
― ― Limited company structure, trading since
1991, incorporated in 1995.
― ― Offices in Stratford, Liverpool, Dubai and
Doha.
― ― Based in Stratford Workshops since the
company began trading.
― ― Premises are leased on an approximately
10 year leasehold.
― ― Building size: 2,745 sq ft (255 sqm).
― ― London office staffing: 15 full time, with
a further 150 agency staff available for
events.
― ― Suppliers: Production companies and
theatre companies, based across the UK.
― ― Customers: LOCOG, BBC, theatre
companies in the West End and Central
London, and others worldwide.

Loading entrance onto Burford Road
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Loading entrance
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Business and employment growth
Showforce has seen significant growth since
establishing in 1991. The business now has
offices in Stratford, Liverpool, Dubai and
Doha. The London office now employs 15 full
time, mostly administrative, staff with a further
150 freelance/ agency workers available for
events staffing. The business is seasonal,
and can involve up to 300 staff for events and
festivals during the summer months.
Following a challenging period during
the recession, when events were often
economised on, the business has been
expanding. This growth has included work
for the London 2012 Olympic Games and a
shift towards supplying more front-of-house
events staff and specialist skills, such as

sound technicians and lighting engineers.
Currently, around 75% of the company’s
work is supplying crew, with the remaining
25% being events staff, the intention is to
increase this proportion.
Showforce supplied 530 crew and event
staff for manual prop handling, rigging and
event labour for the London 2012 Olympic
Games opening ceremony. The majority
of these staff were locally based, which
satisfied LOCOG’s Diversity and Inclusion
targets. Due to the East London location of
the business, the majority of their temporary
staff continue to be locally based. Showforce
anticipate an increase in staff numbers over
coming year.

Administrative office
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Suppliers
Suppliers to Showforce include production
and theatre companies based across the UK.
They also use rehearsal venues on Three
Mills Island and in Dagenham.
Customers
The London office deals with Showforce
customers in UK and EU, these include:
Aggreko (temporary power suppliers), LOCOG,
BBC, ITV, theatre companies, festivals and
Excel Centre. By their nature, these events
take place in a wide variety of locations.
Location
The business moved to the current premises
in Stratford Workshops in 1991. The
premises are occupied on a leasehold of
around 10 years. Having been tenants for
over 20 years the business feels secure in its
tenure beyond this.
Showforce were attracted to the area due
to the director and early staff being locally
based in East London. The business
received a grant from Newham Council to
make improvements to the premises when
originally setting up.
“We’re just local people.”
The location is not felt to be critical to the
business operations, but good connections
to public transport and a proximity to the
Olympic Park are all seen as positives.
There is a perception that the area is now
being recognised as a place for events,
following the Olympic Games. Historically
events work has been based in West London
- Kensington Olympia and Earls Court - but
improved transport links and access from
City airport have now attracted business and
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global clients to the Excel Centre, O2 and
East London generally.
Physical nature of place of work
Showforce’s premises are located in two
adjacent ground floor units of Stratford
Workshops; one for office based work and
the second space for storage of tools, staff
clothing and a purpose-built staff training
facility. The ceiling height in the units is
4.2m.
The offices have a flexible, ‘hot desk’ style
layout, so that influxes of staff can be
accommodated if required. The space also
includes an internal kitchen, communal area
and staff training room.
The company has significant storage
requirements for specialist equipment,
including a ‘vehicle tilt’ system, which allows
vehicles to be lifted and maneuvered into
buildings for events.
Showforce has no dedicated external space,
but owns 6 vans which require permits to be
parked on Burford Road.
Impact on surrounding places
Showforce is a visible brand on Burford Road
due to company signage on the building and
branded vehicles parked outside. However,
their lack of dedicated external space means
that the activity of the business is primarily
contained within the building.
Links with larger institutions or corporations
Through providing their services, Showforce
have worked with a number of large
organisations, including LOCOG. They would
welcome the opportunity to continue to work
in and around the QE Olympic Park.
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Showforce work with the University of
West London (Events Management degree
students), local job centres and technical
colleges in order to recruit temporary staff.
Training and mentorship schemes
Showforce are able to offer work for a
wide range of candidates. Staff require no
specific industry skills on recruitment but are
generally young and in good fitness due to
the manual labour involved in the work.
Recruited staff are given specific induction
training, which is tailored to the skills
required in the events industry: Health and
Safety, manual handling, accident reporting
etc. Alternatively, staff may require specific
training for a particular supplier, such as
temporary seating or power companies.
This requirement for training a number of
staff to use a particular product has lead
to Showforce creating a purpose designed
training facility room on site. Staff are
actively encouraged to take advantage of
further training in specialist areas such as
forklift driving and prop handling.
Showforce has an ‘Employment Progression
Policy’ where permanent office or senior
positions are offered internally to site staff.
Both the Customer Relationships Manager,
and the Operations Director, started their
careers at Showforce working ‘out in the
field’ on events.

Showforce also have an established record
of providing events support in the area, from
high profile ceremonies to more locallyfocused celebrations such as the Stratford
Rising Festival and Newham Town Show.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
Being a predominantly labour-providing
business, Showforce have a modest
environmental impact, which they minimise
through general waste recycling and use of
public transport by office staff.
Showforce was able to meet Diversity &
Inclusion targets in its recruiting for the
London 2012 Olympic Games.
Local links
Having been established in the area for 23
years since founding, the business is firmly
locally rooted, despite its now international
standing. Showforce are proud of their
involvement in the 2012 Olympic Games, and
continue to support the local economy and
access to work for young people. They are
positive about changes in the area during their
time in Stratford Workshops, and hope be
able to continue to contribute in their sector to
the growth and development of Stratford as a
destination for culture and events.

Integration within neighbourhood
As well as their international operations,
Showforce provide employment for large
numbers of temporary staff, many of whom live
within the LLDC area. This can provide routes
into longer term employment for those involved,
and establish careers in the events industry.
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E. Abrahams & Co

1 Crown Close (Off Wick Lane)
E3 2JH
T: 020 8980 1937
W: www.abrahamscases.co.uk
Background
Manufacturers of wooden packing cases,
warehouse containers and fine art cases
since 1865. E. Abrahams & Co is a family
business, owned and managed by relations
of the original founder. The company offers
a complete bespoke service for crates of a
range of sizes and specifications, available
on a next-day service.

Key facts
― ― Originally established in 1865 and
incorporated in the 1920s. Ownership is
now split between assets and trading
― ― The freehold of the premises was
purchased 25 years ago by the business.
― ― Building size: 5,300 sq ft (495 sqm)
internally, plus further 5,590 sq ft (520
sqm) externally.
― ― Staff: 11 staff, including packing crate
makers, 1 dedicated driver, managing
director, finance director/ operations
manager and marketing.
― ― Suppliers: Pine from Scandinavia,
plywood from China and Malaysia, other
sundries from across the South East of
England.
― ― Customers: London and the UK.
― ― Work hours: shifts 5.30am – 6:30pm, 5
days a week, plus overtime if required.

E. Abrahams & Co, main workshop space
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Business and employment growth
E. Abrahams & Co. was established in 1865
and incorporated in the 1920’s. The business
is still owned and managed by relatives of
the founder, the Ben-Nathan family (great
granddaughter).
Historically hundreds of case makers were
based in East London because it was near
the docks. As the market for cardboard and
steel containers grew, the number of timber
crate-making companies has decreased.
Abrahams have purchased other case
making companies over the years as they
have closed. The nature of the business has
now changed from making rough shipping
cases to making fine art cases.
Crates range in size from pencil box size to
one made to transport an oil pipe: 44ft long,
10ft high and 8ft wide. Abrahams offer a very
short turn around on orders, which are often
made for collection the next day or day after:
orders made up to 7pm in the evening can
be available for next day collection at 7am.
Cases made vary from varnished, hinged fine
art storage or ‘Tate’ specification to rough
finished storage boxes. The business has
recently purchased a laser cutter, with the
intention of expanding into new markets such
as small timber painting tiles for children and
bespoke laser wood products.
Producing crates for the art market now
generates the largest proportion of the
business turnover. Abrahams have found
an increasing amount of work locally as the
local artist community has grown. Turnover
last year was £1.2 million, which is the
highest it has been. The business is also
operating at its most efficient staffing levels
in recent years.
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There are currently 11 members of
staff, none of which live locally. Staff
are generally recruited through contacts
of family and friends, and there are no
particular qualification requirements for
the timber construction assembly work as
staff are trained on the job. There is a low
staff turnover, with some members of staff
remaining in the business for over 30 years.
The financial director currently anticipates
a steady increase in business, but that
employee numbers and space requirements
will remain the same.

Crate components awaiting assembly

Suppliers
Pine is sourced from renewable resources
from Scandinavia. Plywood is sourced from
China and Malaysia, and to a limited extent
from the Baltic. All the timber products used
by the business are certified for international
transport under ISPM15.
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Other sundries that the business uses are
from across the South East of England:
Essex, Bedfordshire. Some suppliers used
to be local, but have relocated such as
waterproof paper from Enfield (formerly in
Clapton) and ironmongery from Rainham
(used to be on Marshgate Lane)
Customers
95% of the company’s work is from fine art
handlers, as well as some direct work from
galleries and museums. They also supply
to engineering companies and removal
companies.
Abrahams is well known locally and works
with the local artist community, including
Gavin Turk and Stour Space artists.

Location
The business originally located in East
London due to the proximity of the docks,
although this is now less relevant. They
purchased the current premises 25 years
ago. A second site on Marshgate Lane was
also purchased 15 years ago, which was
bought specifically to make fine art cases.
This site was acquired under a Compulsory
Purchase Order by the ODA, which lead to
those operations being consolidated into the
Crown Close premises.
The main advantage of the location is now
transport connections for accessing London
by vehicle. Abrahams’ two largest clients
are located on Old Kent Road and in the
Vauxhall area. The premises are well located
within a serviceable distance to turn around
deliveries for them. The staff also use public

External yard including temporary buildings and storage
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transport to travel to work. Abrahams is
committed to keeping its building in the area.
Physical nature of place of work
E. Abrahams & Co’s premises were
previously used as an industrial tram shed.
This is now used as a large open plan
workshop area for timber cutting and crate
assembly. The space houses fabrication
tools and machinery, and each member
of staff has their own bench. The average
ceiling height is 6m, and the generous
space allows for large crates to be made
when required. The space is mechanically
ventilated and heated with a wood-burning
stove that is fueled with timber offcuts from
the crate production. There are two subdivided spaces used for storage and housing
the new laser cutting machine. The building
is not currently water tight and the business
are currently looking to re-roof the premises.
An external yard space is used for vehicle
access and loading, storage of materials and
building of large-scale cases. Two portable
buildings have been installed in the outside
yard space for use as a staff office, staff
room and toilets.
Impact on surrounding places
The business has a significant external
presence through its yard space. The yard
houses 3 vehicles: a 12 tonne lorry and 2
vans. Sometimes crates are made in the yard
if oversized.
The yard is essential to the business operations,
and is an obviously active site, although the
presence of temporary buildings and storage
sheds mean it is of limited visual amenity. The
signage is in a poor state of repair.
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Training and mentorship schemes
Abrahams offer training on the job for new
staff by shadowing existing employees.
They have previously taken placements of
students from the Building Crafts College in
Stratford over a 6 week period.
Integration within neighbourhood
Having been in the area for a long time, the
business is well integrated. As the local artist
community has grown, they now supply more
crates and boxes locally. Abrahams donated
wood and materials to Stour Space (refer
to Case Study 10) when they were setting
up and have offered other local creatives
scrap wood for collection at a lower cost or
at no charge. They have previously taken
artwork in return for crates when artists were
unable to afford to pay. Sawdust from crate
production is sold to local butchers.
Sustainability
A wood burning stove was purchased and
installed on the premises in July 2013. All
waste wood material produced on site is now
burnt in order to heat the premises in the
winter months. They have not needed to use
the gas heating since installing this, which
saves the business a significant amount of
money due to the scale of the space.
Timber used by the business is sourced
sustainably and foam offcuts are minimised
by being bought pre-cut.
Local links
E. Abrahams & Co. is long established and
well connected in the local area. They work
to support and accommodate small local
business where possible. However, they
expressed some concerns that the increasing
number of residential developments in this
formerly industrial area may impact their
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ability to trade. They require large vehicle
access to site, which has been subject to
restrictions and can be disruptive. Further
restrictions have the potential to make
articulated lorry access challenging and
potentially dangerous. Parking in the area can
also be challenging for customers and staff.
The business exemplifies the potential
tensions associated with the changing
nature of the Fish Island area in terms of use
compatibility, and therefore the importance
of Strategic Industrial Location designations
if such businesses are to remain. The site is
within the SIL although on the boundary of
the area, and neighbouring development will
need to take this proximity into account.
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Algha Group

Algha Works
Smeed Road
E3 2NR
T: 020 8985 5466
W: www.algha.com
Background
The Algha Group are manufacturers of
hand-made traditional, classic and vintage
spectacle frames in rolled gold and acetate.
The business was founded in 1932 by Max
Wiseman, using equipment purchased from an
existing factory in Germany. The factory retains
its pre-war industrial heritage to this day.

Key facts
― ― Algha Group is now owned by Inspecs
Holdings Ltd.
― ― Originally established 1932. The ‘Savile
Row’ brand was created in 1988.
― ― Have been in the Algha Works building
since founding.
― ― The building is leased, with 2.5 years
remaining on the lease.
― ― Building size: 16,600 sq ft (1545 sqm)
― ― Staff: 17 employees, have had 200
employees at their peak.
― ― Suppliers: Germany and America
― ― Customers: 80% export overseas, 20% in
the UK
― ― Working hours: Weekdays 7.45am – 4pm.

Algha Works, metal frame workshop
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Business and employment growth
Following the initial founding, the business
became a supplier to the NHS in the 1960s.
At one time this accounted for 65% of the
factory output and accounted for many stable
business years between 1960 and 1970,
employing up to 200 staff. In the 1980s
the withdrawal of free prescription glasses
available on the NHS significantly impacted
the business. The ‘Savile Row’ customised
fashion frame brand was launched in 1988.
The Algha Group is now the only spectacle
frame manufacturer in the UK, and one of
only two companies in the world using rolled
gold to manufacture frames. Plastic frames
have been introduced to the company’s
product range since 2000.
The business has been through varied
ownerships, including a period owned by
American Optical. It is now owned by Inspecs
Holdings Ltd, owners of other brands, who
are furthering production and targeting
a turnover of £1.8m within 3 years. This
expansion includes increased production of
plastic frames, with significant associated
investment in new machinery. Since their
involvement, the business exports have
grown 20% year-on-year for two years
running. The business now employs 17
members of staff, ranging in age from 18
to 74. The majority of staff live locally. Staff
numbers are expected to increase with the
forecast business growth.
Suppliers
Gold, nickel and silver supplied by
companies in Germany and America,
although materials are bought on the
worldwide market. The company has
done some work with UK-based specialist
engineering companies to provide their tools
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Pre-war spectacle machinery

and machinery, but have found a lack of
suitable skills in this country generally.
Customers
80% of frames made by the company are
exported worldwide to Japan, Korea, Hong
Kong, Australia, China, Brazil and the USA.
The company has a number of high-end and
well known clients including: Paul Weller,
Jonny Depp and the Beatles Museum. They
also made glasses for the Harry Potter film
franchise, including Harry Potter’s distinctive
frames.
Products are sold at standard cost, with
prices to retailers starting at £97 in the UK.
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Retail prices are generally three times higher
than the wholesale price. Highly bespoke
individual frames can also be orders,
including a £3500 pair for Eric Clapton.

Formerly, workers accommodation was
provided on a site opposite on Stour Road
(now Truman’s brewery).
The business has a number of requirements
to operate including three-phase power, good
natural light and space for machinery. The
average ceiling height is 3.3m, with unusual
‘cranked’ concrete floor plates that rise at the
edges to meet the windows, allowing toplighting to the space.
Each floor accommodates a different set
of processes: basement and ground floorplastics, first floor - dies and machining,
second floor - finishing, third floor administration and staff areas. The oldest
machine in the building is 110 years old.

Algha Works, office entrance

Location
The Algha Group has been located in the
same premises, Algha Works since the
1930’s. Prior to this a printing factory was in
operation from the premises.
The business has always leased the
premises, and has recently signed a new
lease for 2.5 years. After this, they expect to
have to move. It is believed that the property
owners are applying for Change of Use from
Industrial (B2) to Warehouse use (B8), with
the intention of future development. At the
moment, it is not known where the business
will relocate to, although they are likely to
need less space than they currently occupy.
Physical nature of place of work
The Algha Works building was built in 1907
as a printworks. It is a four storey building
with predominantly open floor layouts.
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Training and mentorship schemes
The Algha Group recruits people with a craft
background such as experience in model
making due to the dexterity required. The
fine detail of the work means that women are
sometimes better suited to some tasks. It
takes around two years to train an employee
to use all the machines required to make a
pair of metal frames. All training takes place
‘on the job’.
The business has previously investigated
apprenticeships, but was not able to find
local people to take up placements.
Integration within neighbourhood
Historically, the business has tried to keep
a low profile due to desirability of materials
and products on site. Security on the site is
a high priority, and a security guard is on site
overnight.
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Innovatory aspects of the place of work
The Algha Group offers a unique and
specialist skill set: over 130 operations are
required to make a single pair of rolled gold
spectacle frames. The durability of the frames
is excellent, and the company sometimes
receives 20 year old frames for repairs.

use, and also more exclusive leisure uses:
expensive cafés etc. In their opinion, industry
is being eroded from the area. This is
apparent in their inability to agree a longer
term lease with the landlord. Unfortunately,
loss of this unique enterprise from the area
seems inevitable.

Local links
This highly specialist craft manufacturer
is long established in the area. They feel
that the business is limited in terms of its
transport connections in the current location
and that local amenities could be improved.
Despite affection for the building, the current
management feel increasingly excluded from
the area due to higher levels of residential

Algha Works, main entrance
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Studio Tone

Unit 6-8
Crown Close Business Centre
Crown Close, E3 2JQ
T: 0208 980 4242
W: www.studiotone.co.uk
Background
Studio Tone are specialists in the
manufacturing of magnesium and brass foil
blocking and embossing dies. The products
are used primarily for printing of packaging,
general high-quality print for design, leather
and fashion trade. Dies are made by
etching sheets of magnesium or machining
sheets of brass, there is no printing on site.
Studio Tone make increasing use of CNC
technologies and less use of old techniques
such as hand engraving or acid etching.

Key facts
― ― Directors Mike Evans and Roger Platt
own the business.
― ― Limited company, established 1969.
― ― Moved to area over 30 years ago.
― ― Own building freehold.
― ― Building size: 3300 sq ft (307 sqm).
― ― Staff: 10 employees: 2 directors, 8 staff
(1 driver, 2 office staff, team of 5 staff
and 2 directors run equipment).
― ― Suppliers: London, UK, EU and USA.
― ― Customers: Predominantly London
based, some UK.

Studio Tone, CNC machining process
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Business and employment growth
Studio Tone are specialists in a niche market:
there are only 10 businesses in the UK that
make gold blocking and embossing dies.
When the business started, there were 32 die
manufacturing firms located in inner London,
Studio Tone is now the only one remaining,
having bought out their last two competitors.
Turnover has grown from £150k at its lower
points to £1m currently.
There were previously many printers in the
HW/FI area, but many have gone out of
business in recent years. From Studio Tone’s
perspective, this is due to the expense of
buying new print machines and change in
print technologies becoming digital, rather
than the cost of the area. Studio Tone had
anticipated a decrease in work due to the

rise in digital printing, but have, in fact, found
the opposite. Digital printers are increasingly
offering foiling and embossing services to
give themselves an edge in the City market
over other printers and Studio Tone have
been able to profit from this trend.
Studio Tone is actively looking to expand
the team and want to recruit young people
to train in using the new manufacturing
technologies such as CNC. The business
approached universities and local schools in
a recruitment drive, and put in a lot of time
in to recruit for training positions with no
success: “You might as well hit your head
against a brick wall”.
Studio Tone employees operate all types of
machinery and are trained on the job. The

CNC facilities
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business needs multi-talented, intelligent
staff: IT literate, CNC operators who are
comfortable with communication with clients.
Studio Tone currently have three CNC
machines and are expanding to four. Due
to difficulty in recruiting, they are now retraining existing staff to operate this new
machinery. The CNC machines have enabled
the business to take on a greater scope
of work, which is increasing the range of
business and allowing them to carry out more
intricate work.
Suppliers
Suppliers to the company are limited: sheet
metal comes from an American company,
and is coated in Manchester. The business
spends more on metal than on staff salaries.
Customers
Studio Tone supplies to a range of gold
foilers: from big firms with fully automated
£1m machines to one-man-bands who use
hand operated machinery. They supply
to four large firms in London, as well as
proofing companies and small businesses,
including a growing number of leather
product customers.
Location
Studio Tone was established in 1969, and
moved to the area over 30 years ago. They
previously rented premises in Old Street,
then Southwark Bridge Road. This was
a prime location for them, but they were
forced to move when their rented premises
were redeveloped. They were attracted to
the Fish Island area by its affordability and
the availability of property to buy. Studio
Tone felt vulnerable to rent increases in
previous properties due to the high levels
of investment and specialist equipment they
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have: “We weren’t going to move lightly,
and that would always be the case, so we
decided to buy a place”. It was important
to the business to remain in London, with
proximity to their customers.
Ideally the business would like to stay in
the area and move to a modern unit with
high ceilings, mezzanine, roller gates for
vehicle access and space for a small forklift,
although for practical and financial reasons
this is currently unlikely.
Physical nature of place of work
Studio Tone is located next door to a church.
Their ground floor workshop was the original
church hall, built in the 1860s, it has a
ceiling height of 3.4m. The business moved
in following work by developers in the early
1980’s, which included a first floor extension
to the church hall with spaces 2.6m high.
This created a total of 3,300 sq ft (307 sqm)
of floor space in the building.
Vehicle access is important for deliveries and
supplies. In terms of infrastructure, 3-Phase
electricity, plumbing and refrigeration plants
are all required.
Training and mentorship schemes
Studio Tone trains all its employees on the
job. There is strong potential for Studio
Tone to run apprenticeship schemes and
train young employees in work if there were
programmes available to support this.
Integration within neighbourhood.
Studio Tone has observed change in nature
of businesses operating in the area since
the Olympic Games, there are less dirty
manufacturing/ industrial works and the area
is cleaner. The business still feels isolated
in terms of public transport, and most of
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their employees drive to work. Road links
are good, however, and access is important
for the business to transport in and deliver
products and materials.
Their Studio Tone team’s use of local supply
chains is predominantly for personal use,
rather than business supplies: Exhausts
Limited for car servicing, the local pub for
meetings and sometimes shopping on
Roman Road.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
Newer CNC machinery is more sustainable
and cleaner than acid etching techniques. All
waste from this process is contained within
the sealed machine box and the material
recycled. Drawbacks by comparison with acid
methods are that the process is much slower.
Local links
Studio Tone used to have a lot of clients in
central London, but property prices have now
forced them to outer London: Mitcham, Croydon,
Sidcup, Acton and Tottenham. The business is
fortunate to be able to resist these forces as they
own the freehold of their property.
Through careful management of the
business, Studio Tone have been able to
avoid many of the pitfalls that their peers
have succumbed to. This positive example
of a business able to overcome challenges
and stand the test of time should be a lesson
to those more recently founded in the area
facing uncertain times.
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10 Stour Space
7 Roach Road
E3 2PA
T: 020 8985 7827
W: www.stourspace.co.uk
Background
Stour Space is a socially minded
organisation offering exhibition, performance
and studio space for the development of
creative enterprises. The organisation
is committed to art and culture as a
catalyst for social change, particularly in
areas of economic deprivation and urban
regeneration. Stour Space promotes and
supports local creative business, and works
in collaboration with many local enterprises,
residents, artists and committees.

Key facts
― ― Set up by founders Rebecca Whyte
and Neil Howden. Now three directors,
including Juliet Can.
― ― Organisation founded 2009, company
limited by guarantee with charitable
objectives, non-profit distributing, formed
in July 2010.
― ― Moved into premises in 2009.
― ― Leased for five years. Currently 48
tenants in 19 rentable studios, although
this figure changes regularly.
― ― Building size: 8,900 sq ft (830 sqm).
― ― Staff: 9 team members, all self-employed.
― ― Suppliers: Local.
― ― Customers: Local and national.

Stour Space, gallery and studios access
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Business and employment growth
Having found the space in 2009 with
the intention of establishing a creative
workspace, the directors had hoped to
become a registered charity, but found this
challenging. They subsequently formally
established the company in 2010, limited
by guarantee with charitable objectives and
non-profit distributing.
The staff team is currently 9 people, all locally
based and working on a self-employed basis.
Their roles include; gallery management,
studio management and events management.
Most staff run their own businesses as well.
They have backgrounds in social enterprise,
charity and sustainability.
The project has been self-funded by the
founders and early collaborators. Finance
remains challenging, and the model of
the space relies on social equity and
commitment of those involved. Recently,
Stour Space have begun to host corporate
events and wedding receptions as an
additional source of income.
Tenants that have left their rented studios
have all done so due to outgrowing their
space, through success rather than anything
else. In this sense, Stour Space operates as
a business support or ‘incubator’.
Suppliers
Stour Space is very much focused on
local sourcing and local labour. When
undertaking the initial building works, they
used reclaimed materials from businesses
in the neighbourhood, including timber from
E. Abrahams & Co and off cuts from MDF
Cut To Size. Where possible the business
uses the services of other social enterprises,
such as print materials from Access Print
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Studio entrance

in Hackney, which helps those with mental
health issues to return to work.
Stour Space supports local trade by running
‘SHOP’, a showcase of local artists’ and
creatives’ work for sale.
The Counter Cafe - tenants of Stour Space also promotes local sourcing, selling Rejuce
drinks, Crate Brewery beer, E5 bakery bread
and produce from Organic Wick.
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Customers
Due to Stour Space’s commitment to social
involvement, their customers are incredibly
locally based. The intention is to be open
to the widest possible range of people:
creatives, families, tourists and schools
amongst others.
Location
Stour Space is located on Roach Road and
is neighbour to H. Forman & Son. The rear
of the building opens onto the canal, directly
opposite the Olympic Stadium.
The directors had come to London with the
intention of finding a large warehouse to set
up a creative live/ work space. They were
attracted to Hackney Wick specifically due to
the creative and community ‘feel’ of the area
as they saw it in 2007.

Physical nature of place of work
Stour Space is located within two adjoining
warehouses. The studio spaces are laid out
around a central, 8.3m high, gallery space.
Prior to Stour Space’s arrival the building
was derelict. The building now includes: a
gallery, café, 19 studios, project/ function
room, shop and offices. The central gallery
area hosts monthly exhibitions and events.
The ground floor café has been tenanted
by the Counter Cafe since 2011. It is a
community focused café with strong links
with local business suppliers and therefore
compatible with the aims of Stour Space.

The premises are leased from a private
freeholder on a three year lease for £20 per
sq ft per annum.
Following a period where it became apparent
that the building’s owner was intending to
sell the property for redevelopment, the
future of Stour Space was felt to be in
jeopardy. Stour Space therefore applied
for, and succeeded in, having the property
listed as an Asset of Community Value.
This listing gives the associated Community
Interest Group the right to 6 months to bid
for the property should it formally be put up
for sale. If they are unsuccessful in this bid,
the Community Value listing should ensure
that some element of community provision
is retained or replaced if the property is
developed in the future.
Stour Space, main entrance
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A flexible ‘project room’ space is located on
a mezzanine above the café, overlooking
the canal. This is used as an extension of
the studio work space, casually used for
hot-desking. It is available for booking for
events, meetings, yoga classes etc. Prices
vary dependent on the nature of the activity:
corporate events pay more than charity
activities.
The 19 studios organised on the upper floors
around the central gallery space are open
for access from 8am until midnight. Space is
let at £15 per sq ft per annum, less than the
total rent on the premises, in order to support
small and start-up businesses.
Stour Space uses external space by the side
of the Lee Navigation Canal and a small area
directly outside the main entrance on Roach
Road.
Impact on surrounding places
A key ambition of Stour Space is to have a
beneficial impact on its surroundings. This is
done in the following ways:
― ― The creation of training and employment
opportunities by the provision of
workspace and buildings for use on
favourable terms.
― ― The provision of recreational facilities
for the public at large or those by
reason of their youth, age, infirmity
or disablement, poverty or social and
economic circumstances, have need of
such facilities.
― ― The promotion and production
of contemporary art and design,
entrepreneurship, and the development
of creative opportunities.
― ― The provision of space to charitable
groups and unemployed/deprived
members of the community to promote
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their work.
― ― Working closely with other local
businesses to produce meaningful local
projects.
Training and mentorship schemes
Through offering affordable workspace,
Stour Space supports local creative
entrepreneurs in building their businesses.
Additional initiatives for support include:
access to gallery space for shows, the
‘SHOP’ showcasing and selling artists’ and
designers’ work, a monthly designers market
and general skills sharing which forms a key
part of the ethos of the space.
Studio tenants are all small creative
businesses. They are offered a one month
contract on rolling basis, no tenant has
been given notice since the space opened.
Most studios are shared by 2-4 tenants
with similar background. Tenants’ activities
include photography, origami, prop making,
Illustration, design, animation, jewellery and
a Record Label.
In terms of staffing, Stour Space offers
informal internships which offer an
opportunity for tenants to learn about the
organisational and management skills
required to run the space. Interns can
progress to becoming full members of staff,
such as the current events programme
manager who now works at Stour Space 4
days per week.
Integration within neighbourhood
In the nature of this socially-driven enterprise
is a desire to integrate with their surroundings.
Stour Space works with local schools and
colleges on training around community arts
and offers free use of Stour Space.
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Stour Space are active in the Hackney Wick
Cultural Interest Group and Vittoria Wharf
Community Interest Group.
Innovatory aspects of the place of work
Social and environmental sustainability
are important to Stour Space. Reused
and recycled building materials were used
to refurbish the building. Scaffolding and
leftover blue hording from the Olympic Park
development were used for the early works
to the property.

Stour Space will continue in one form or
another. The current directors’ ambition is to
use Stour Space’s social change ethos and
replicate and scale the model internationally
to build a network of ‘Stour Spaces’.

Current members of staff with backgrounds
in sustainable development are currently
developing an energy programme for the site
to allow investment in furthering sustainable
attributes of the enterprise.
Stour Space was initially set up as a test
bed to explore how social culture and
arts can have a social impact in areas of
regeneration. This ambition has led to an
innovative portfolio of activities that crosssubsidise each other financially, as well as
generating significant social equity in the
project. Stour Space has been used as an
exemplar project by Social Enterprise UK in
their film, ‘Society Profits’.
Local links
The way in which Stour Space operates has
created a strong sense of community and
interconnectedness around the enterprise,
in a relatively short space of time. However,
insecurity over their tenancy raises questions
over the future of Stour Space in its current
form and location.
Nonetheless, this social experiment has
been truly innovative in its approach to
working with communities. The experiences
gained and lessons learned suggest that
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11 Goodboy Digital
Unit 9 (Floor B)
Queen’s Yard
White Post Lane
E9 5EN
T: 020 8985 6229
W: www.goodboydigital.com
Background
Goodboy Digital are a start-up digital
entertainment firm. They are a post-platform
studio and specialists in HTML5, delivering
web development, interactive design and
digital entertainment products and services
for consumption across a range of platforms
and devices.

Key facts
― ― Established in May 2013 by business
partners, John Denton and Mat Groves.
― ― Have been in the area since founding
and moved into the current unit in
January 2014.
― ― Tenants of property: 1 year lease.
― ― Unit size: 225 sq ft (21 sqm).
― ― Staff: 4 employees: 2 directors, 1 web
developer, 1 three-dimensional modeler.
― ― Office hours: 10am – 6pm, 5 days a week
― ― Suppliers: Online only.
― ― Customers: Predominantly Central
London (Soho, Oxford Circus), some USbased.

Desk area with flexible working
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Business and employment growth
John and Mat have quickly built up a small
team of staff to best serve their business
needs. After less than a year in operation
they have taken on two employees and
are currently recruiting for a new Project
Manager role. Three out of four members of
the team currently live locally.
The nature of their work, allows them to take
a flexible approach to expansion: ‘hiring’
software rather than purchasing it lowers
capital outlay, and is a scalable strategy as
the business grows.
“It is a good time to start up a digital 		
agency; all you really need 			
is an internet connection, a laptop, 		
time and effort.”
They currently estimate that the business
will grow to 10 employees by the end of the
second business year.
Location
Goodboy Digital occupies a self-contained
studio in a former industrial building, with
ceilings 3.4m high. They share a kitchen/
break-out area with other digital media and
creative businesses in the building.
Queens Yard is directly outside the building
and is used mainly for vehicle access and
parking. There is some spill out of people
from the Crate Brewery/ White Building
alongside Queens’ Yard, by the canal.
This type of desk-based creative business
has no specific spatial requirements, besides
an internet connection. Formerly large
server rooms may have been required for
digital firms, but Goodboy Digital use ‘cloud’
services for software, web hosting and
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storage, and therefore need little physical
space. There is no fibre optic broadband in
the area, although this wasn’t felt to be a
major issue for the company.
The business was originally attracted by
cheap rents (Shoreditch/ Old Street was not
felt to be affordable), and the close proximity
to where both partners live. They also
commented on the area’s qualities and ‘vibe’:
that it felt like a dynamic and exciting place
to be.
“We are a creative agency and 		
wanted to be part of a creative place”.
The business uses Crate Brewery, in fact
it was one of the attractions of moving into
the current location. They also use other
local amenities: the Hackney Pearl and
Counter café for ‘special’ meals and Stratford
Westfield for lunch, particularly since the
QE Olympic Park reopened. However, they
reported a lack of provision of cheaper
sandwich shops, a supermarket and a post
box locally.
Local links
Goodboy Digital is very newly established in
the area. The social attractions of the area
were a strong pull: knowing there was a
social space to use for staff and clients.
Goodboy Digital feel they are part of a growing
community in the area. They like the ‘vibe’
created by the creative community, although are
aware their business is different in nature to the
more established artists and industry.
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12 Live Stock Market
415 Wick Lane
E3 2JG
T: 020 8980 4491
W: www.livestockmarket.org
Background
Live Stock Market is an art production
company created primarily to manage artist
Gavin Turk’s studio. Gavin Turk is a Britishborn, international artist. He has pioneered
many forms of contemporary British
sculpture, including the painted bronze, the
waxwork, the recycled art-historical icon and
the use of rubbish in art.

Key facts
― ― Company is run by three directors,
including Gavin Turk.
― ― Limited company founded in 2005.
― ― In the premises for 10 years.
― ― The building is tenanted on short leases
renewed annually. The freehold has
recently been sold and the site is subject
to redevelopment.
― ― Building size: 3,000 sq ft (280 sqm).
― ― Staff: 10 employees currently.
― ― Suppliers: Local as far as possible:
Services and products used from Fish
Island, Bow, Hackney and Limehouse
amongst others.
― ― Customers: UK and international.

Live Stock Market, workshop
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Business and employment growth
Ten people currently work at Live Stock
Market. Gavin Turk is increasingly working
overseas and with international galleries.
A recent monograph has also had good
exposure. These factors combine to raise
his artistic profile, and as such the business
is financially healthy. This increased profile,
affords the studio a greater level of influence
than when they first came to the area.
Location
Gavin Turk moved to the current premises
on Wick Lane from Hoxton 10 years ago in
order to consolidate previously separate
studios into one place. He chose the area
due to living nearby in Hackney, and the fact
that many of the companies and people that
the studio works with are also based locally:
from a foundry in Limehouse, a light maker
in Bow and carpenter in Hackney Central to
local car mechanics for welding.
The property is being rented on annual leases
due to an upcoming development on the site.
Live Stock Studio are currently negotiating
potential inclusion in the redevelopment
of the site. This may involve them taking
responsibility for around 16,000 sq ft of
ground floor space (compared with 3,000 sq
ft currently). This additional space could be
used to consolidate storage, host a gallery
and provide affordable workspace for other
artists in a shared working environment.
Gavin Turk feels that there is a need to
protect an artistic community who are
potentially being ‘squeezed out’ of the area
due to space affordability. The intention
is that, through involvement with the new
development, he may be able to negotiate
a situation whereby affordable space can
be provided, whilst also helping to secure
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planning consent for the developers and
creating a lively street-level presence for
the building. This would also solve tenancy
insecurity issues for Live Stock Market, as
they would hope to take on a long leasehold
for the space. The support of the Legacy
Corporation in this development has been
important in ensuring Live Stock Market’s
involvement.
Physical nature of place of work
The building is a large industrial warehouse,
which was previously a reproduction furniture
factory, then a garage. Due to the varied
nature of the work undertaken by the studio,
work has been undertaken to divide the
spaces, creating: a screen printing room,
spraying room, kitchen, office, workshop
and storage. Some spaces have multiple
functions, such as the workshop also being
used for photography. The presence of
a messy areas, clean areas/ offices and
storage are all essential.
Heating the building is currently difficult as
it is a large, uninsulated space with no floor
insulation. The building has a low profile on
Wick Lane, indicated only by a red neon star
above the loading bay.
Local links
Live Stock Market hope that their continued
presence in the area can contribute to its
cultural wealth and richness. Having been
in a state of potentially having to move for
many years they are nonetheless nervous of
being ‘rooted’ in the area. If their place in the
site redevelopment can be agreed, this will
be an important step in securing the cultural
presence of the Fish Island area, for both
Gavin Turk and the wider creative community.
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13 Bamboo Bicycle Club
Unit 1a
Autumn Street Studios
Autumn Street
E3 2TT
T: 07446 930945
W: www.bamboobicycleclub.org
Background
The UK’s first ‘build your own’ bicycle
bamboo workshop community, launched in
September 2012. Bamboo Bicycle Club runs
weekend workshops where people learn
and build their own bike frames made from
bamboo. Responding to an emerging trend of
interest in self-made cycles, Bamboo Bicycle
Club offers not just a custom designed bike,
but also a shared experience of making it.

Key facts
― ― Run by directors, James Marr and Ian
McMillan.
― ― Limited company established in 2012.
― ― Moved in to the area in 2012, and into
the current premises in 2013.
― ― Premises sub-let from leasehold tenants.
― ― Building size: 650 sq ft (60 sqm).
― ― Staff: 1 director working full time, with
three part time interns.
― ― Suppliers: Bamboo supplier based in
Tunbridge Wells, sourced from all over
the world: China, Africa and Asia. Some
bespoke parts fabrication in Dorset.
― ― Customers: From across the UK and
Europe, including some international
attendees.

Bamboo Bicycle Club, bike workshop
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Business and employment growth
The business idea grew from two friends with
engineering backgrounds frustrated with a
long, uncomfortable commutes building their
own bamboo bikes. The business grew from
this point, and was self-funded.
“We wanted to share the joy of 		
making something; the craft of 		
creating something unique 			
and sustainable”.
The business is focused around weekend
workshops during which attendees build their
own frames, for completion with components
supplied by BBC. Since establishing, around
130 people have taken part and built their
own bamboo bikes. Business turnover is
around £80,000 currently, and there are
strong ambitions for growth. The company
has recently launched home-build bamboo
bike kits. They are also currently working on
new products including cargo bikes aimed at
local businesses and sustainable cycle parts.
To date, the business has not yet able to
take on a paid employee but hope to do so
this year.
Location
Autumn Street Studios is located in Fish
Island South Strategic Industrial Location
on a short no-through road accessed off
Wick Lane . For more details, please refer to
‘Employment & Placemaking’.
Bamboo Bicycle Club sub-let their space
from the leaseholder of the premises. They
have an annual lease, at a price of £20 per
sq ft per annum.
The business was attracted to the area
because of affordability and growing
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community of like-minded start-up
businesses. The area is highly accessible
for customers from across London, as well
as those visiting from the rest of the UK and
from abroad.
Physical nature of place of work
The unit is comprised of a single workshop
space with 5m high ceilings. There is a
mezzanine at one end of the space with an
office area on the upper level. The unit can
be directly accessed via a large metal roller
shutter from a central external yard space
and internally through the main building.
Key features of the space are its high
ceilings for storage, good natural ventilation
and natural light.
The communal yard is used for access and
for making space. The company shares
kitchen and toilet faculties within Autumn
Street Studios.
Local links
Bamboo Bicycle Club are enthusiastic about
being part of Hackney Wick and Fish Island’s
creative economy. They raised concerns
regarding lack of security of tenancy and its
impact on business investment, but feel that
the area is an exciting employment hub and
should continue to be so. Greater support for
young businesses in terms of funding and
advice would be welcomed.
Specifically in their sector, Bamboo Bicycle
Club, are part of a thriving London cycle
scene including Oak Cycles, Donhue Bikes,
Skinny Eric’s Cycles Works all based in the
Legacy area. There is potential for these
enterprises to form a cycle cluster in east
London that could be a strong asset to the
sustainable and dynamic identity of the area.
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14 P.A. Finlay & Co.
Angel House
6 Rowse Close
Stratford
E15 2HX
T: 020 8555 8107
W: www.pa-finlay.co.uk
Background
P.A. Finlay & Co. Ltd. is a general
contractor with experience in construction,
refurbishment and maintenance. This family
business has been located in Stratford for
50 years. The business has two divisions;
response maintenance and major works
contracting. Some joinery products are also
manufactured on site.

Key facts
― ― Shareholding of the company is split
between family members of the original
founder, P. A. Finlay, who remains the
company Chairman.
― ― Limited company established 1970.
― ― 24 years in the current location.
― ― The business owns a 125 year leasehold
on the property.
― ― Building size: 7,000 sq ft (650 sqm).
― ― 60 staff employed directly, 20 office staff,
40 operatives. Around 60 further subcontractors.
― ― Suppliers: Materials sourced close to
site locations in general, also use local
builders merchants.
― ― Customers: London-based housing
associations and local authorities.
―― Opening hours of premises: 6:30am- 8pm.

P.A. Finlay & Co. premises on Rowse Close
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Business and employment growth
The business has been running from the
Stratford area for 50 years. In 2002, they
purchased premises on Marshgate Lane.
This property was subject to a Compulsory
Purchase Order in 2007, which forced the
business to relocate to premises in Beckton.
A combination of the cost of this relocation
and the wider economic recession affected
the business severely, and during this period
turnover halved from earlier levels.
Since relocating back to the Rowse Close
premises (which the business purchased in
1991 and retained whilst in Beckton), P. A
Finlay have been able to grow the business
back to its earlier levels. Turnover levels are
now £7 million. The directors are confident
that the business will reach £8 million
turnover by the end of this year, and are
rightly proud of this recovery.
Staffing levels have also increased since
this difficult period, although there is an
increased use of job-by-job employment.
P. A. Finlay & Co. offer apprenticeships in
carpentry, plumbing and electrical works,
leading to CITB qualifications, and have
taken placements of graduate surveyors.
Location
P. A. Finlay & Co. own leaseholds on two
premises on the Carpenters Estate: Rowse
Close where the main business is located
and run from and a second building on
Hutchins Close, which is part rented out
and part used for storage. The Rowse Close
premises are owned on a 125 year leasehold
from LB Newham, and Hutchins Close on a
40 year lease. The ownership of these two
properties was important in supporting the
business during challenging economic times.
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Physical nature of place of work
The Rowse Close building was purpose-built
by the company in the 1990s and is used for
office work, training and materials storage.
The average ceiling height in the building
is 2.6m. The external yard space is used
for vehicle parking (30 vans), loading and
unloading and storage of building materials.
The second site on Hutchins Close is a light
industrial shed unit used for storage and
joinery/ manufacture. Some units within the
site are sub-let to other tenants: Network
Rail, Moo.com.
Local links
The business is long established in the
area, and many staff live locally. Their
preference would be to stay in the borough,
ideally in their current premises, particularly
following a turbulent time associated with
a previous CPO and relocation. However,
they are concerned that development of the
Carpenters Estate is ‘looming’ and that their
business may not be considered desirable as
part of that development. They are realistic
about the fact that this may mean that they
have to relocate again.
P. A. Finlay are working with Carpenters
Road Estate residents and tenants with the
intention of developing a neighbourhood
plan for the area. There is a perception that
this area has been ‘left behind’ from the
redevelopment in the surrounding area, and
a desire to engage with the process in a
meaningful way. The company are realistic
about their future on the site, and whilst
they welcome the improvements that are
taking place in the Legacy area, show some
trepidation about what it might mean for the
future of their business.
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15 Dalston Cola Company
Unit 4
10 Stour Road
E3 2NT
T: 07506 113 460
W: www.dalstoncola.co.uk
Background
The Dalston Cola Company is a soft drinks
manufacturing business making cola, ginger
beer and lemonade by hand.
Key to the business is using unique
production methods and quality ingredients
that are carefully sourced, including cola nuts
from Ridley Road Market in Dalston.

Key Facts
― ― Run by a single director, Duncan O’Brien.
― ― Limited company established 2012.
― ― In the area since November 2012.
― ― Leasing a unit with Vittoria Wharf.
― ― Unit size: 710 sq ft (66 sqm).
― ― Two full time members of staff currently,
plus two part time assistants.
― ― Suppliers: Cola nuts from Nigeria,
via Ridley Road, fresh fruit from New
Spitalfields Market.
― ― Customers: primarily east and central
London, with some further afield in
Cornwall, Isle of White and Sheffield.

Dalston Cola Company, bottling lemonade
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Business and Employment Growth
The business began when one of the original
founders was working at Passing Clouds
night club and community venue in Dalston.
The venue didn’t want to serve Coca Cola,
but people would order cola as a mixer to
their drinks. They found that they could buy
cola nuts at nearby Ridley Road Market, and
began experimenting with their own recipes.
Dalston Cola formally established in 2012
as a bottled product, launched during the
London Olympic Games.
The director is ambitious for growth and
intends to increase automation and thereby
profitability, as hand making is inefficient.
Turnover was around £65-70k last year
and is projected to be £300k this year. This
will involve the employment of around five
additional people full time in this year. Future
growth is targeted at a turnover of £1m per year.
Dalston Cola are planning to relocate to larger
premises to facilitate this growth, as well as
the purchase of an automated bottling line.
This move will see Dalston Cola become
tenants of Truman’s brewery, also on Stour
Road: London’s oldest brewery and newest
soft drinks working in collaboration. The ‘cohabiting’ will allow the businesses to benefit
each other, in that Dalston Cola will be able
to provide bottling services to Truman’s, and
in return may have access to the greater
resources of Truman’s brewing kit when it is
not in use: kettles, blending tanks etc. This
will allow upscaling in a capital intensive
business that can be difficult to grow.
Location
The business is located in a single subdivided unit of Vittoria Wharf: a large former
warehouse building. The space has a 45 sqm
ground floor area, with a small mezzanine
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and office space at one end. The space is
rented from LLDC at a rate of £12 per sq ft.
The property location is key for proximity to
local suppliers and easy access into London
for supplying to shops, bars and restaurants
across the Capital. The director believes that
this easy access and good connectivity is
one factor in the rapid growth of the business
by comparison with similar scale enterprises
based in outer London.
Physical nature of place of work
The general state of repair of the building as a
whole is poor: it is uninsulated and the floors
require resurfacing. This is a contributing factor
to Dalston Cola relocating. Key factors in
selecting a property for this type of business
are: direct access for deliveries and supplies,
three phase power for electrical equipment,
long term security of building tenure due to
high capital investment required.
Local Links
London has an exciting and burgeoning food
scene that is on the doorstep of the business
in this location. The technology, production
methods and style of drink are almost “going
back”, by comparison with major soft drinks.
In this sense, the innovation of the business
is actually regressive, but the creative and
sustainable ethic of the area supports this.
Dalston Cola are demonstrably part of an
ambitious, yet vulnerable, entrepreneurial
cluster in the Hackney Wick area, many
of whom are food and drinks-related
businesses. Such business have the
determination to succeed, and therefore have
potential to be major assets to the area.
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Folded Feather’s inputs, processes and products. Photo: Thomas Adank

Emerging
Employment Trends
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Emerging Employment Trends
Introduction
The Employment Land Review undertaken
as part of this Local Economy Study includes
forecasts for employment provision in the
area, based on data gathered through the
Existing Business Survey and patterns
in historic information. In this chapter of
the Qualitative Research we investigate
complimentary and emerging trends that may
also inform the Legacy Corporation vision.

relevant to a particular trend exists this has
been considered and referenced.

The trends represented in this chapter are
accurately described as ‘emerging’. Some
are already significant enough to be visible in
the ELR data analysis, others are smaller in
scale and draw from potential consequences
of planned developments and ‘new arrivals’
to the area, super-local observations of
existing employment patterns or Londonwide trends that bear particular relevance to
the area.

A summary overview of the Emerging
Employment Trends is included overleaf.

It is intended that this analysis can inform
the approach and vision of the Legacy
Corporation. By actively engaging with these
trends, there is an opportunity for the Legacy
Corporation to be at the forefront of London’s
future employment story.

Due to the speculative nature of the subject
matter, insight has been sought through a
series of interviews with industry experts
and practitioners. These interviews were
undertaken in order to determine the
potential future of these trends in the Legacy
Corporation area. Those with an overview of
a particular sector were sought in preference
to individual businesses. Interviewees were
asked to describe:
― ― an overview of the sector
― ― specialist features of the sector: space
requirements, physical needs etc
― ― growth and development of the sector
― ― gaps or opportunities for sector growth:
including policy level support and funding
― ― their opinion on the viability of sector
growth in the Legacy Corporation area
Many of these trends are complex and have
been subject to dedicated analysis of their
own by others. Therefore, where study data
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Emerging
Employment Trends

A Small to Medium Scale
Food & Drink Manufacturing

D Role of Large Institutions
and Universities

A recently formed cluster of food
and drinks manufacturing has
been recorded through the Existing
Business Survey. Of eight interviewed
businesses in this sector, seven had
moved into the area within the last
two years. Of those, 75% predicted
expansion over the coming year.

B

‘Industrial Crafts’ and
Small Scale Manufacturing

The arrival of major institutions such
as UCL and the V&A in the LLDC
area has the potential to impact local
employment beyond direct employees.
We have given a particular focus to
the potential for universities to support
start-up enterprise, by looking at
examples from elsewhere in London.

E

Hackney Wick/ Fish Island has an
established reputation as a creative
and artistic hub. Here we explore
demand-led making and enterprise
that brings together the area’s
manufacturing past with its creative
present-day nature.

C Tech and Digital Enterprise
The Government’s ‘Tech City
Initiative’, launched in 2010, has
made much of the potential for tech
and digital sector expansion from
Shoreditch towards the Olympic Park.
The report reflects on likely scenarios
for growth in relation to development
proposals and related research.
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Stratford/ QEOP ‘Halo’
Large scale commercial and
residential development, and an
increase in the visitor economy can
be expected in the area. This trend
explores the likely impact of the arrival
of office-based businesses associated
with new development, and service
enterprises supporting them.

F

Open Access
Specialist Fabrication
The Lower Lee Valley has a long
established history of manufacturing
and innovation. The report explores
potential to use open-access
workshops to offer educational
benefits and support low-threshold
enterprise, following UK-wide
expansion of such facilities.
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A Small to Medium Scale
Food & Drink Manufacturing
Introduction
Existing Business Surveys undertaken for
Parts A and B of this study support the
observation that food and drink manufacturing
is a sector of growth in the LLDC area. Of eight
interviewed businesses in this sector, seven
had moved into the area within the last two
years. Furthermore, 75% of those respondents
predicted expansion over the coming year.
This positive business outlook suggests
that this sector is likely to continue to
expand. Interviews with the food and drink

manufacturing businesses included as Case
Studies in this report - Rejuce, Truman’s
Brewery and Dalston Cola - suggest that a
successful ‘food and drink cluster’ is already
developing in the area.
Overview
The importance of this sector in the Capital
is substantial. In London, one in four
businesses are food and drink related, and
food and drink manufacturing is London’s
second largest manufacturing sector 1.

1 Interview: Rosie Boycott, Chair, London Food Board,
Dalston Cola, Vittoria Wharf
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Mark Ainsbury, Principal Food Policy Officer, Greater
London Authority, 02/04/2014.
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These businesses often have a supportive
and catalysing effect on a community,
particularly in areas undergoing significant
regeneration: from cafés forming the focus
of social networks, to products generating
local pride by celebrating their provenance.
Furthermore, their ability to support a
wide range of economic activity, from low
threshold entry into the workplace to small
start-ups and large scale manufacturing,
means that they are a significant asset to the
local economy of the LLDC area.
Specialist Features
The requirement for specific spatial provision
may vary from business to business in this
sector. We have encountered a range of
scales of spaces, although all are considered
‘warehouse’ or ‘workshop’ types spaces
under the classifications used in Part A of
this report. Use classes are likely to be
B2 and B8, although some smaller scale
enterprise may take place within B1 spaces.
In addition to space requirements, these
businesses have infrastructural needs such
as 3-phase power supply for industrial
equipment and suitable plumbing and floor
surfaces to allow easy ‘wash down’. Vehicle
access for both supply and delivery is key. In
some cases, the presence of external yards
and large communal spaces also allows
for not only for deliveries and distribution
by Heavy Goods Vehicles, but also social
gatherings and events. These are both
promotional and commercial opportunities.
Growth & Development
Many food and drink manufacturing businesses
are new-comers to the area, yet already
this cluster appears to be functioning well
and supportive relationships are developing
between firms. In the case of Stour Road (also
covered under ‘Employment & Placemaking’
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later in this report), this clustering includes
not just geographical proximity of businesses,
but functional relationships such as shared
use of equipment (even co-owned between
businesses) and knowledge sharing between
non-competing, yet compatible enterprise.
The potential of these businesses to support
local supply chains is varied, dependent
on their products. In the case of Truman’s,
although grain and hops for brewing are
difficult to source locally, they are nonetheless
committed to using local artists and printers
where possible and are investing in a
shared bottling line with other local drinks
businesses. Likewise, they are proud of the
fact that they supply to primarily East Londonbased pubs, and that their location in the area
makes it possible for those pubs to collect
directly from the brewery: saving money and
resources for both parties. For small-scale
business, such savings can be significant.
Opportunities
Locally-made food and drink are well
positioned to find a market of both new
residents and visitors to the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park area. The LLDC Retail &
Leisure Requirements Review predicts nearly
66% increase in spending on cafés and
restaurants to 2031. The Crate Brewery in
Queen’s Yard exemplifies this potential, and
uses its ‘local credentials’ as a key part of
the marketing of the establishment, including
serving locally brewed beer and Dalston
Cola products. The value of the ‘Made in
East London’ brand is substantial to these
businesses and their customers.
The nature of food and drink manufacturing
offers a further opportunity to support the
LLDC area economy. Entry-level positions in
this sector are often non-specialist, and may
be suitable for school-leavers or those out of
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work. All case study businesses interviewed
either offered or saw potential to offer training
and work placements. Sectors such as brewing
are mature industries, and as such can also
offer clear and defined career progression
for those that enter at a training level. A reemergence in the popularity of local brewing
specifically means that long-term job prospects
for trainees are likely to be strong.
This low-threshold entry into the workplace
is likely to be an asset in providing local
employment for wider demographics than
may be catered for by, say, professional
services which have also seen an increasing
presence in the area.
Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
The presence of New Spitalfields Market
to the north, combined with access to the
leisure economy of the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park and Stratford City are likely
to mean that this sector continues to thrive.
However, there are also threats to this
emerging cluster.
Seven of the eight interviewed businesses
in this sector were leaseholders or sublessees of their properties. Through case
study interviews, businesses have reported
a perceived or actual threat of development
forcing them to leave their current premises
or restricting their ability to move into
new premises. Choice of alternative
accommodation for these businesses is
restricted not only by affordability, but also by
available space that meets their requirements.
This lack of comparable space availability
in central locations in London, including
the Olympic host boroughs and the LLDC
area, means that should these businesses
be forced to relocate, they are likely to seek
premises in outer London rather than in the
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same or nearby boroughs as their current
premises. This would be a significant social
and economic loss to the area.
Conclusions
Small and medium scale food and drink
manufacturing is already an observable
cluster in the Hackney Wick/ Fish Island
area. To many of the businesses, the fact
that they are made in East London is a key
point of trading, demonstrating that locally
produced food and drink is both marketable
and sustainable. This sector has potential
to create school-leaver access into the
employment market, and therefore support a
diverse local economy.
Space requirements are an important factor
in the location of these businesses, and if
they are to remain in the area, light industrial
spaces (B1c Use Class) and some heavier
industrial use (B2 and B8) with vehicular
access should be retained. Business links
with LLDC events and tenants should be
encouraged to support the local food scene
as an important part of the area’s identity.
References:
―― ‘A Steak in the Economy’, Kitchenette, 2013.
― ― Case Study Interviews:
Truman’s, Rejuce, Dalston Cola.
― ― Interview: Rosie Boycott, Chair, London
Food Board, Mark Ainsbury, Principal
Food Policy Officer, Greater London
Authority.
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B

‘Industrial Crafts’ & Small
Scale Manufacturing

Introduction
The Lower Lee Valley has a long and
illustrious history of manufacturing and
innovation. More recently, Hackney Wick/
Fish Island has also established a reputation
as a creative and artistic hub.
The combination of these factors manufacturing and creativity - has been
tracked through the Existing Business Survey.
For example, 69% of textile manufacturers in
the area are classified as creative 1: “having
their origin in individual creativity, skill and
talent and which have a potential for wealth
and job creation through the generation and
exploitation of intellectual property”.

This noticeable cluster of demand-led
creative making and enterprise in the area
brings together its manufacturing past with
its creative present-day nature. Furthermore,
in a similar trend to that observed in food
and drinks manufacturing, across London
there is an emerging group of companies
that are able to trade off the area-based
credentials of their products, that they are
‘Made in London’. This locally-rooted making
is generally focused towards ‘high end’ or
artisan products and can be observed the
context of the LLDC area in businesses such
as Algha Group.

London Cloth Company, Clapton
1 LLDC Local Economy Study Part A: Existing Business
Survey, 1.8 ‘Creativity’
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Overview
There are a number of factors supporting
the continued presence of industrial crafts
in the LLDC area. In addition to the creative
hub and heritage of HW/FI mentioned above,
the Building Crafts College, operating in
Stratford, trains young people aged 16-24 in
traditional building and craft skills such as
stone masonry and joinery.
Recently, a group of four BCC graduates
have established a workshop facility,

Workshop East, at Sugarhouse Studios in
direct response to the lack of affordable
workshop provision in London. In their own
words, this results in, “many trained makers
and crafts graduates... failing to develop,
utilise or pass on their skills”.
Beyond recent graduates and young people,
the economic environment for small scale
manufacturers is still challenging. An
interview with the London Cloth Company,
the first fabric mill to open in London for 100

Building Craft College, Stratford, stone masonry workshop
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years, revealed difficulties finding adequately
sized and affordable industrial space for the
business to operate from. As a result, they
have recently taken the decision to relocate
to Epping despite reduced accessibility and
poorer transport connections.
Specialist Features
Spatial requirements for such ‘industrial
crafts’ uses vary dependent on the activity
taking place. However, in general larger
spaces with floor to ceiling heights over 4m,
vehicle access and other features such as
ventilation extract and three phase power
for machinery may be required. Use classes
are likely to be B2, although some B1 space
may also be used. Large, open floor areas
are likely to be required, in the example of
our case studies this varied between 650sq ft
and 2,700sq ft for single open spaces.
In the context of the LLDC area, the
relatively high percentage of ‘workshop’
and ‘warehouse’ type spaces are suited to
small scale manufacturing uses, although
development pressure has the potential to
reduce this valuable resource. For small or
start-up enterprise, affordability may also be
an issue.
Growth & Development
The Small Business Centre (formerly East
London Business Centre) reported to us an
increase in ‘home manufacturing’ / Made in
Britain-type activity in the businesses they
are supporting, particularly around fashion,
creative work and pottery. There is a risk
that without access to suitable ‘grow on’
space, that the potential for these activities
to become sustainable enterprises is limited.
This issue was echoed in our discussions
with the London Cloth Company, the Building
Crafts College and The Cass.
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Opportunities
Recent studies have discussed the
potential for a ‘New’ industrial revolution 2
focused around customised manufacturing,
increasingly niche production, global
networks and collaborative working across
clusters. Many of these trends can be seen
in the businesses already located in the
area.
A distinct benefit of these businesses is their
ability to provide access into the workplace.
From the explicit educational role of the
Building Crafts College, to Workshop East
and the London Cloth Company, all those
we spoke to who were involved in ‘industrial
crafts’ were passionate about providing
education and training. They therefore have
potential for a greater positive effect on the
local economy than simply the value of the
businesses alone. Equally, there will be
large population of creative graduates in
the area in the future, from The Cass, UEL
and UCL, amongst other institutions. Robert
Mull, Dean and Director of Architecture at
The Cass, London Metropolitan University,
reported a shortfall in affordable studio space
for their students and graduates, including
those from craft-based courses such as
Furniture & Product Design and Jewelery &
Silversmithing. This suggests a potentially
strong ‘supply’ of future businesses and
individuals in this sector for some years to
come.
Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
The LLDC area already hosts a number
of small scale manufacturing businesses,
and with graduates from existing, local
educational establishments such as the
Building Crafts College, The Cass and UAL
2 Peter Marsh, ‘New Industrial Revolution’
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continuing to qualify there is likely to be
a ‘steady supply’ of makers in the area in
the future. A future of strong links with new
tenant institutions such as London College
of Fashion, V&A, Loughborough University
and UCL suggests that, provided affordable
rent levels can be maintained, there is
potential for continued presence and growth
of ‘industrial crafts’ in the LLDC area.
However, existing business and new
graduates are both faced with the challenge
of finding suitable spaces to put their skills
to use. Currently 60% of building footprints
in the LLDC area are industrial or warehouse
type space 3. Many businesses interviewed
for this study reported difficulties in finding
space, or a threat to the future of the space
that they were operating from.

References:
― ― Interview: Daniel Harris, London Cloth
Company
― ― Interview: John Appleton, Building Crafts
College
― ― Interview: Jonathan Girling, Small
Business Centre
― ― Interview: Robert Mull, Dean and Director
of Architecture, The Cass, London
Metropolitan University.

Conclusions
Manufacturing and ‘industrial crafts’ are
a key characteristic of the LLDC area.
Development pressure has the potential to
reduce the number of spaces in the LLDC
area that are suitable for these activities,
which have specific spatial requirements. For
such businesses, clustering and the ability
to share supply chains is important to their
viability. The fact that these businesses are
already locating in the LLDC area is precious
and should be supported where possible.

3 LLDC Local Economy Study, Part B: Employment Land
Review
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C Tech and Digital Enterprise
Introduction
“Our ambition is to bring together the
creativity and energy of Shoreditch
and the incredible possibilities of
the Olympic Park to help make East
London one of the world’s great
technology centres.”
David Cameron, November 2010

Much has been made of the potential for
the digital enterprise cluster focused on Old
Street roundabout, sometimes known as
‘Tech City’, to spread eastwards towards the
Olympic Park. London already has the UK’s
biggest concentration of digital economic
activity 1, and developments such as Here
East, formerly known as iCity, have the
potential to accommodate further tech sector
enterprise in the LLDC area.
Overview
Inner East London has supported an
increasing number of tech and digital
firms since the late 1990s. These firms
are particularly valued as digital economy
jobs often demand high wages and have
a documented multiplier effect, supporting
employment elsewhere 2.The government’s
2010 Tech City Initiative advocated support
for this cluster to spread east towards the
Olympic Park. This potential is parallel by
concerns that rising rents in the Shoreditch
area may disrupt the existing cluster and
result in relocation of some businesses.
Specialist Features
Characteristics that attract businesses in this
sector are more likely to be area-related than
building-specific, as work is primarily desk

based and therefore suited to most office
environments. Factors such as accessibility,
nightlife, social attractions and proximity to
like-minded businesses were all reported as
positives for firms located in Tech City during
the Centre for London report. Increasingly,
these can also apply to parts of the LLDC
area. Some positive terms used by Tech City
tenants to describe the appeal of the Old
Street area in 2012: its ‘vibe’ and creativity,
were mirrored by Good Boy Digital in our
case study interview to describe Hackney
Wick in 2014. However, the concerns
expressed in the 2012 CfL interviews that the
broadcast centre/ Here East was relatively
inaccessible may remain a barrier to its
adoption by the sector.
Growth & Development
To help inform the broader picture around
the development of Tech City, we interviewed
Emma Vandore, an independent consultant
who contributed to the report ‘ A Tale for Tech
City. ‘ Key recommendations from this report
were that the Tech City Initiative should
concentrate on supporting the existing
cluster in Inner East London, rather than
promoting expansion to the Olympic Park
area. Though clear themes were drawn from
the research on this report, caution must be
mentioned as the research was carried out
prior to the Olympic Games taking place and
significant developments in the area have
occurred since 2012.
Opportunities
Studies suggest that it will be challenging
to ‘grow’ a digital cluster from a low existing
presence of this sector 3 in the LLDC area.
However, the potential for businesses
seeking to relocate from Shoreditch due to

1 Centre for London, ‘A Tale of Tech City’, p15
2 Centre for London, ‘A Tale of Tech City’, p34
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3 Centre for London, ‘A Tale of Tech City’, p34
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rising rents is verifiable. Rental rates for
premises in the Here East development have
been deliberately priced relative to those
in the ‘Tech City’ area: between £17.50 £32.50/ sq ft in Here East, compared with
£30-£47.50/ sq ft in Shoreditch.
Initial interest in the development suggests
the a number of small enterprises are
interested in the premises that Here East
can offer, although due to the timescales
associated with the development, they are
not yet able to offer the smaller scale spaces
that would be suitable for them.
Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
The Existing Business Survey found limited
numbers of digital or tech businesses
present in the area currently. However, with
over 900,000 sq ft of offices and studios
to be provided through the Here East
development alone, there will certainly be
suitable, competitively priced premises for
such firms available in the future. There is
also potential for the area to accommodate
increasingly niche forms of digital and tech
business that may respond to existing uses
and anticipated growth sectors.
The creative economy of Hackney Wick and
Fish Island may support higher levels of tech
involvement, or fully-fledged Arts Technology
enterprise. A new creative arts incubator at
Swan Wharf, delivered in partnership with
the Barbican, will provide support for local
performers and makers, including technical
production and programming.
Financial Technology firms or ‘FinTech’, may
be attracted to the area due to the proximity
of City and Central London based businesses
in new developments such as The
International Quarter or Strand East. This
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would build on London’s traditional strength
in the financial sector, and a reported
growth of financial services in the area in
the Part A surveys. News that the Financial
Conduct Authority intends to relocate to The
International Quarter also supports this trend
and suggests that ‘supporting’ businesses
may also increase, see also Emerging Trend
E, ‘Stratford/ QEOP Halo’.
Conclusions
Due to government support and focused
marketing of new developments, there is
likely to be an increase in tech and digital
enterprise in the LLDC area. It may be
challenging to reach the aspirations of the
government’s ‘Tech City Initiative’ due to
low numbers of existing tech businesses
in the area, although this is a fast moving
sector, and is therefore difficult to predict.
Factors of price and area vibrancy appear to
be increasingly well-positioned to compete
with Shoreditch, should businesses look
elsewhere due to rent increases in Tech City
‘proper’.
Rather than a direct competitor or ‘off
shoot’ of Inner East London’s ‘Tech City’,
there is potential for more specialised digital
enterprise that may respond to the arts or
financial sectors that are likely to be present
to both the east and west of the Olympic Park.
References:
― ― Interview: Emma Vandore, author ‘A Tale
of Tech City’, Centre for London and
Demos.
― ― Interview: Michael Davis, Cushmans &
Wakefield, property agents, Here East.
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D Role of Large Institutions
& Universities
Introduction
The arrival of major institutions such as UCL,
Loughborough University, London College
of Fashion and the V&A in the LLDC area
has the potential to impact local employment
beyond their direct employees. Elsewhere in
London it can be observed that the presence
of universities and large institutions can
affect the economy around them by providing
support for graduates and the wider public in
starting and growing businesses.
Overview
There are multiple examples of universities
and institutions in London providing support
for their graduates and start-up companies.
These exist across a variety of sectors, such
as Queen Mary’s Bioscience Innovation
Centre, the Royal College of Art’s Innovation
RCA and London South Bank University’s
Clarence Centre for Enterprise and
Innovation.
In order to explore this potential further and
to better understand the dynamic between
higher education institutions and places of
work, we met with Robert Mull, Dean and
Director of Architecture at The Cass, London
Metropolitan University.
Specialist Features
Space provided for business support
associated with large institutions must
respond to the specific sector for which
it caters. In the case of The Cass, this
includes a well equipped workshop facility
(now reserved for student use, rather than
commercial use) and a dedicated office.
Other examples include specialist lab space
for biotech at QMB Innovation, or former
retail units and events/ exhibition spaces at
the Clarence Centre.
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Growth & Development
Multiple institutions are planned to become
resident in the LLDC area over the coming
years. Loughborough University have already
agreed tenancy in Here East, and Birkbeck
have recently opened a facility in Stratford.
In some cases precise locations are yet to
be determined. There are also a number
of nearby institutions whose graduates,
particularly creative graduates, may be
relevant to the economy of the area, such
as Queen Mary’s University and London
Metropolitan University, as mentioned in
Section B, above, ‘Industrial Crafts & Small
Scale Manufacturing’.
Opportunities
In areas of London that are developing, such
as the LLDC area, there is an opportunity
to form partnerships with institutions and
establish student, graduate and start-up
business resources embedded as part of
development of area.
Such partnerships could offer cultural,
creative and economic benefits in terms of
making students ‘part of’ the area in advance
of them graduating, and helping to bridge
the gap between students, recent graduates
those starting up small businesses. Equally,
a number of our case study businesses
reported difficulty in recruiting: channels for
strengthened links between institutions and
local business could be positive for both
students and enterprise.
Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
The presence of a number of large
educational institutions in the LLDC area is
a predictable influence on the local economy
in the future. There is potential for this to
have wider economic and cultural benefits
beyond simply their students and staff,
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although this may require the encouragement
of LLDC in order to maximise the benefits
to the wider area. For many, the LLDC sites
are likely to be ‘satellites’ of a larger campus
situated elsewhere, and the Authority should
express the attributes of the area as a site
of innovation and enterprise in order to
encourage institutions to locate business
support in the area and to establish links with
local businesses.
Conclusions
The arrival of higher education institutions
in the LLDC area is an opportunity to
support wider economic growth and
enterprise. There are a number of examples
of universities and colleges supporting
enterprise for their graduates and start-up
businesses across London. LLDC should
learn from these examples, and seek for
new resident institutions to actively engage
with communities beyond current students,
either graduates or the wider public through
business support and accessible facilities.
References:
― ― Interview: Robert Mull, Dean and Director
of Architecture, The CASS, London
Metropolitan University
― ― Interview: John Appleton, Building Crafts
College
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E

Stratford/ QEOP ‘Halo’

Introduction
Large scale commercial and residential
development, as well as an increase in the
visitor economy can be expected due to the
‘attractors’ of Westfield Stratford City and the
recently opened Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park. The recently completed Employment
Land Review documents a 180% increase
in land used for office buildings since 2006,
and a further increase of 57% anticipated.
The wider impacts of visitor and shopping
attractions are likely to be limited due to
focused access routes, however the presence
of large businesses, such as the Financial
Conduct Authority and others may impact the
local economy in terms of the services that
are required in order to support them.
Overview
The LLDC area includes significant amounts
of land due for development. Some of the
largest of these developments include ‘Here
East’, ‘The International Quarter’ (over 4
million sq ft of commercial space, providing
25,000 new jobs) and ‘Strand East’, south of
Stratford High Street.
Landprop, developers of the Strand East
site, were interviewed in order to gain a
developer’s perspective on providing for
future employment uses in the area.
Specialist Features
The fact that the LLDC area is subject to
such flux over the coming years means that
developers have perhaps less certainty
in providing workspace in this area than
elsewhere in London. Large timeframes are
often involved in the development of these
sites, in the case of Strand East construction
is expected to extend into the 2020’s. This
means that to some extent developers are
seeking to ‘follow the lead’ of the market,
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build flexibly and respond to demand closer
to the time of marketing and occupation.
This lack of predictability of the future of the
local market may lead to default provision of
generic office space, although Section 106
agreements and planning conditions, such as
those for Strand East requiring that properties
are marketed to ‘creative industries’, may help
to alleviate this and encourage developers to
consider the specifics of their space provision
more carefully.
Growth & Development
Success and uptake of those developments
completed earlier are likely to affect
provision elsewhere in the area. Trends
associated with this are therefore difficult to
predict. In the case of Strand East, the work
place provision is due to be completed in the
first phase of development, thereby setting
the ‘placemaking tone’ of the remainder of
the site: urban and bustling with independent
businesses. On the Strand East site in
particular, this ‘tone setting’ has already
begun to some extent with the presence of
Sugarhouse Studios and Workshop East on
site demonstrating a support of local creative
enterprise. Such temporary uses - present on
site until such time as development begins
in earnest - are well placed to be able to
change perceptions of an area, from one
which was essentially derelict to a place
that supports exciting events and activities
for relatively low levels of investment. This
awareness of the placemaking potential of
employment uses, both temporary and long
term, should also be considered elsewhere.
There is a perception that Stratford City and
The International Quarter are more likely to
attract global firms, whereas Here East and
Strand East are targeting East London and
locally-based businesses. These firms may
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increasingly form part of the supply chain for
their global neighbours, and in some cases
business marketing already reflects this
desire, in print companies, restaurants and
cleaning companies.
Opportunities
Large amounts of Grade A office space that
are due to be completed in the LLDC area are
likely to provide accommodation for relocating
large-scale businesses from elsewhere, such
as Canary Wharf and the City. Their presence
is also an opportunity for expansion of service
enterprise and supporting businesses that
may be locally-based.
The impact of the visitor economy, fueled
by the presence of Westfield Stratford City
and the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is
more thoroughly covered in the recent Retail
and Leisure Requirements Review. This
includes a prediction for an approximately
66% increase in spending on restaurants
and cafés in the area to 2031, which seems
to corroborate the expectation of supporting
enterprises seeing growth in the area.

enough to make confident judgments
about the type of workspace that may
be in demand in the future. In confirming
details of the commercial space provision,
developers should bear in mind that
smaller scale businesses and those
with varied space requirements such as
small scale manufacturers and food and
drinks businesses may be able to support
their larger tenants, and this should be
encouraged where possible.
References:
― ― Interview: Valli van Zijl, Regeneration
Manager, Michael Cronin Junior, Property
Manager, Landprop
― ― Interview: Michael Davis, Cushmans &
Wakefield, property agents for Here East.

Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
Significant commercial developments are
underway in the study area. An increase in
financial and legal services has already been
uncovered by the Existing Business Survey,
and this can be expected to continue, with
the arrival of millions of square feet of office
space expected. Beyond the new floorspace
itself, there is potential for businesses
providing supporting services to grow
alongside new tenants of developments.
Conclusions
There is a significant ‘wait and see’
attitude from large scale developers, for
whom the LLDC area is not yet formed
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F

Open Access Specialist
Fabrication

Introduction
As mentioned earlier in this document, the
Lower Lee Valley has a strong history of
manufacturing and innovation. Counter to
the decline in manufacturing generally in
the UK, there has been recent growth in the
numbers of open-access workshop facilities,
particularly those that specialise in digital
methods of fabrication, both across London
and globally.

This phenomenon is paralleled by
conventional manufacturing businesses
increasingly expanding their use of
computer-controlled manufacturing
techniques. The combination of businesses
reporting a lack of digital manufacturing skills
and an apparent strong demand for access
to fabrication facilities has led us to explore
the possibilities of such provision in the
LLDC area.

Fab Lab Manchester, electronics workshop
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Overview
Initiatives such as The Fab Lab movement
have recently taken a strong role in
promoting and supporting access to digital
fabrication techniques. Worldwide, numbers
of Fab Labs are doubling every 18 months,
from 35 in 2009 to 250 in 2014. There are
now 12 Fab Labs in UK, although none are
firmly established in London. Facilities such
as Makerversity offer an alternative, and
provide space for design as well as making.
This movement is relevant to the LLDC
area in two ways: the importance of digital
manufacturing techniques to existing
businesses, and access to fabrication facilities
for start-up and emerging businesses.
Specialist Features
A key feature of facilities such as Fab Labs
is that they are open to access by all. This
workplace trend towards shared use of highcapital-cost facilities is mirrored in terms of the
increasing popularity of co-working spaces,
and can be also be seen in other sectors, such
as the London Centre for Book Arts in HW/FI,
an open source letterpress studio.
Space requirements for digital fabrication
workshops are on average 3-4,000 sq ft.
They should be ground floor based with
delivery access. Provided equipment
may include: large bed CNC router, laser
cutters, CNC milling machine, vinyl cutters,
electronics workbench, 3D printing facilities,
molding and casting facilities and a
‘standard’ workshop of joinery and metalwork
tools. Such workshops do not necessarily
require typical ‘industrial’ space, and in the
case of the Manchester Fab Lab can take
place in informal or office-like environments
in new developments.
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Growth & Development
The demand for digital manufacturing facilities
is evidenced by the increase in such assets
world-wide. In the case of the Manchester
Fab Lab, original visitor number targets are
currently being exceeded by 250%, with
around 60% of those users from a ‘creative’
background and 40% ‘technical’ users.
There is also a strong emphasis on
supporting education and training of those
moving into manufacturing through these
facilities. Established businesses in the
LLDC area, such as Studio Tone and Algha
Group, have reported a skills shortage
in digital manufacturing capabilities as
they move towards increasing reliance on
computer-controlled making. Across the
UK small, high growth technical companies
wanting to bring products to market more
quickly are also seeking these skills, for
example Manchester Fab Lab have just
created their first ‘Fab Lab Millionaire’ - the
inventor of the Nifty Drive.
Through our research, it has been suggested
that open-access digital manufacturing
workshops are not yet commercially viable
due to high set up costs and scarcity of
premises. The situation is perhaps more
challenging in London due to pressure
on affordable space. Such facilities have
therefore typically been set up by educational
institutions such as UCL’s Institute of Making
or The Cass’ Met Works, both of which can
only be accessed by staff and students of the
universities. LLDC is potentially in a position
to support the start up of such workshops,
that can have a demonstrable benefit to the
local economy.
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Opportunities
Open access workshops can cater for both
start-up businesses and support education
and entry into employment at more
established manufacturing firms. Facilities
such as Workshop East, and The Hive in
Swan Wharf suggest that there is local
demand for shared-access making facilities,
and examples from elsewhere in the UK
suggest that this could be expanded to be
relevant to wider audiences in the LLDC area.

up costs are potentially a barrier to them
starting. The creative and manufacturing
aspects of the LLDC local economy are both
suited to benefit from such a facility being
supported in the area.
References:
― ― Interview: Tom Tobia, Makerversity
― ― Interview: Dr Eddie Kirkby, Fab Lab
Manchester
― ― Interview: Alistair Parvin, Wiki House

Viability of sector growth within LLDC Area
LLDC has an opportunity to support
innovation in the area by giving people
with ideas access to a making facilities
and space for collaboration innovation to
occur. Shared access workshops and digital
manufacturing facilities create environments
where a diverse range of people come
together. There are challenges to providing
such a space in the Capital: property and
rental values are high and workshops are
time consuming to manage. Our research
suggests that projects like this need support
in terms of set up costs and securing
property with low or no commercial pressure.
However, partnerships with educational
institutions could prove a successful method
to supporting such facilities in the area.
Conclusions
Open access fabrication facilities such
as these are not currently believed to be
commercially viable, particularly in the
London market. However, examples such
as Manchester Fab Lab, show the potential
economic benefit of public sector/ charities
supporting such facilities: both for startup businesses and existing firms moving
into new forms of manufacturing. These
workshops have the potential to integrate
with new development, although high set
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Rejuce’s inputs, processes and products. Photo: Thomas Adank

Employment &
Placemaking
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Introduction
Through our case study research and time
spent in the Legacy Corporation area, it has
become apparent that there are a number of
spatial typologies associated with places of
work here. The following pages highlight four
examples of situations where the presence of
employment uses directly contributes to the
placemaking of a particular area.
These areas have been investigated through
on-site observation, photography, individual
interviews undertaken with Case Study
businesses, and additional interviews with
landlords and tenants in the selected locations.

Island Area. This section explores the
practical and convivial nature of one such
example.
― ― Chapman Road Industrial Fringe:
The LLDC area includes a number of
locations adjacent to roads and rail links
that have challenging environmental
conditions. They are often occupied
by industrial uses, particularly car
mechanics and construction yards. One
such example is explored here.

The intention is that by highlighting these
examples, lessons can be learned in terms
of retaining existing successful situations
and also influencing new proposals to draw
from the features that currently shape the
character of the area.
This report focuses on the following
examples:
― ― Stour Road Food Cluster: As described
earlier in this report, there has been
a measurable growth of food and
drinks businesses in the area in recent
years. This section focuses on colocation and facility sharing between
compatible businesses that allows a
supportive relationship and has a positive
community impact.
― ― Stratford Workshops Small Business
Hub: This site is an excellent example
of affordable small business workspace
provision. This section describes its
potential and the challenges to be
overcome if the building is to reach it.
― ― Autumn Yard Working Social Space:
Business units arranged around a
central external yard space is a typical
urban feature of the Hackney Wick/ Fish
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Equipment share
Forklift share

Lively café
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Public events in yard

Business lectures

Stour Road Food Cluster
1. Truman’s brewery
2. Dalston Cola, Vittoria Wharf
3. Rejuce, Vittoria Wharf
4. Counter Café, Stour Space
5. Muff Café
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Premier Supermarket
Wicker Fisheries
H. Forman & Sons
Organic Wick
Butler’s Gin
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Stour Road
Food Cluster
Description
Stour Road is home to a number of small to
medium scale food and drinks businesses,
both manufacturing and retail/ cafés. These
include Truman’s, Dalston Cola, Rejuce, H.
Forman & Son, Wicker Fisheries, Organic
Wick vegetable box scheme, Counter Café
and Muff Café, all within a few hundred
metres of each other. A similar, smaller
cluster can also be seen in Hamlet Industrial
Estate, White Post Lane.
The close proximity of businesses in the
same or compatible sectors allows cosupportive relationships between the
enterprises and has the potential for positive
community impact.

Spatial characteristics
These businesses are established in a range
of building types including purpose built
industrial units and retrofitted warehouses.
Some businesses, such as Truman’s, have
specific physical requirements for their
premises: tall, open spaces for equipment
and ease of access for heavy goods
vehicles. Spacious external yards are typical
and their public presence is likely to be
‘working’ with deliveries and activities such
as keg washing.
Benefits
This clustering includes not just geographical
proximity of businesses, but also functional
relationships such as shared use of
equipment (even co-owned in the case of
Rejuce and Dalston Cola) and knowledge

Stour Road industrial units, including Truman’s brewery
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sharing between non-competing, yet
compatible enterprise. For newer businesses
this can mean benefiting from the experience
and resources of more established firms,
and larger companies may be able to work
with smaller enterprise to provide additional
flexibility of workforce and equipment use.
Dalston Cola’s bottling line being used by
other drinks businesses is a strong example
of this. The sector is capital intensive in
terms of investment in equipment, although
one business is not likely to use all their
equipment all the time. Sharing, often for
a charged rate, can therefore be beneficial
to both parties. An extension of this is the
possibility for shared supply chains and
increased buying power, although individual
businesses are likely to have specific
requirements and the potential for this is
therefore limited.

presence is strong. However, not all aspects
of this may be desirable such as frequent
articulated lorry access, and potential for
smells associated with brewing, both of which
may be problematic in residential areas.
Successful cafés and restaurants can
also contribute to the social vibrancy of
a neighbourhood. Where they also stock
locally made produce, this adds to a sense of
identity and pride in the area.

Food and drinks businesses are often social
in their operations, supporting communities
around cafés, or hosting public events
such as Rejuce’s ‘Beggars Banquets’
(refer to Case Study 2). Dalston Cola is
due to become a tenant of Truman’s, and
both businesses expressed an intention
to increase their public presence, such as
hosting lectures for food businesses in the
area. In this sense, the cluster can help to
support a vibrant neighbourhood.
Both Muff and Counter Café stock products
that are locally produced, including Dalston
Cola drinks, Rejuce juices, beer from Crate
Brewery and produce from Organic Wick.
Neighbourhood presence
Food and drinks manufacturing in particular
is likely to require access to external spaces
for supplies and distribution. These spaces
can be busy, and in this sense their public
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Business networking and support
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Stratford Workshops Small Business Hub
1. Stratford Workshops
2. King Apparel
3. Showforce
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Stratford Workshops
Small Business Hub
Description
Stratford Workshops is a large formerindustrial warehouse on Burford Road, south
of Stratford High Street. The four storey
building is divided into 100 self-contained
workshop units available for businesses to
rent, ranging in size between 100 to 1,800 sq
ft, 9 to 165 sqm. The property is managed by
LB Newham and is rented at affordable rates
of around £17 per sq ft per annum, including
service charge. Tenants work across a wide
range of sectors and include King Apparel
and Showforce, as well as architects, graphic
designers, upholsterers, sign-makers and
sewing businesses amongst others.
Spatial Characteristics
The building is an imposing presence
on Burford Road. There is limited street
level activity, although some units can

be accessed directly from the street. For
security reasons, access to upper level units
is highly controlled.
Internally, units are accessed from large
stairways and arranged either side of a
central corridor. The workshop units are
provided as a shell to tenants for them to
fit out to suit their needs. There are some
issues of dilapidation in the building, such as
shared WCs requiring refurbishment and a
passenger lift that is currently out of order.
Benefits
The availability of affordable business units
in a consolidated hub is a valuable asset to
the area. LB Newham Business Development
Team are available to offer business support
to tenants.

Stratford Workshops, Burford Road
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doors. There is limited interaction between
tenants and some shared facilities are in
a poor condition, despite the characterful
architecture of the building.
As mentioned previously, street-level activity
is limited. Tenants also reported issues with
parking since restrictions were brought in
that were affecting their customers ability to
visit the premises.

Stratford Workshops, stairwell

However, the facility suffers from a poor
state of repair in places and businesses we
spoke to reported high tenancy turnover as
an issue. This affects the potential for the
building to act as the dynamic hub that it
could be.
Tenants also reported on the low public
profile of the building. In the case of King
Apparel, despite being local residents, they
were only made aware of the Workshops
through the Prince’s Trust. As Stratford
increasingly becomes an employment
destination, it will be important to promote
and celebrate this affordable asset.
Neighbourhood presence
High tenant turnover has lead to security
concerns within the building and the
central corridors are lined with padlocked
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Social events in yard

External space by canal
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Shared/ rented kitchen

Autumn Yard Working Social Space
1. Autumn Yard
2. Bamboo Bicycle Club
3. Cult Events: rentable kitchen
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4. Autumn Yard Studios, performance/
events space
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Autumn Yard
Working Social Space
Description
Collections of business units of varying
uses, arranged around a central external
yard space is a typical urban feature of the
Hackney Wick/ Fish Island Area. The yards
are typically used for vehicle access and
parking, making activities and increasingly
for socialising. These can be seen at Main
Yard and Queen’s Yard, as well as in this
example, Autumn Yard.
Autumn Yard is comprised of 4 single storey
warehouse units surrounding a central yard
space, with a total floorspace of around 19,000
sq ft. The whole site was formerly used by a
single furniture manufacturing business. Two
units continue to be used by carpenters, the
remaining two are held on a five year lease
by Autumn Street Studios. Autumn Street
Studios have undertaken work to sub-divide

the units, and now provide workspace for
around 20 small, creative businesses, as well
as a performance and events space and music
studios over 12,000 sq ft of space. Autumn
Yard is located in the Fish Island South
Strategic Industrial Location.
Spatial Characteristics
The external yard space is approximately
20m by 20m in dimension. It acts as a both
an access area and workspace for the
businesses sited around the Yard. Units
fronting onto the yard have large rollershuttered openings onto the space. The
two Autumn Street Studios managed units
are located on either side of the yard, to
the north and south. Interaction between
the businesses therefore activates the yard
beyond individual business activities.
Autumn Yard is at the end of Autumn Street,

Autumn Yard, business BBQ
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a short no-through road accessed off Wick
Lane, and backs onto the Lee Navigation
Canal. This ‘cul-de-sac’ nature of the space
allows the businesses to take ownership
and make use of the space, without undue
security concerns.

for daily hire at £100 per day. This kind of
shared facility is a valuable resource to the
area with its growing food business cluster.

Benefits
The nature of the businesses operating
from Autumn Yard means that the external
space is a valuable practical asset. Both the
carpentry workshops and tenants of Autumn
Street Studios, such as Bamboo Bicycle
Club, use the space in front of their units for
expanding temporary work space, accessed
through full height shutter doors. There are
a number of small food and catering events
businesses based at the premises who use
both the yard and events space for supper
clubs and food events.
The value of the yard as a shared social
space is also significant. It is both practical
and convivial. Businesses use the space for
social events and barbecues, for networking
with other tenants, inviting friends over and
celebrations including business anniversaries.
Neighbourhood presence
The yard gives the activities of Autumn Yard
public presence. In an area of Strategic
Industrial designation, this can contribute to
a positive public perception and integration
with surrounding areas.
Tenants within the studio spaces can also
help this industrial location to be less
apparently introverted, and more valued.
Businesses such as Cult Events offer their
professional kitchen for hire to other food
businesses who sell their wares at street
food markets. they have two permanent
tenants in the kitchen and offer the space
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Chapman Road Industrial Fringe
1. A12 flyover
2. Public space accessed via pedestrian
bridge
3. Car mechanic and body workshop
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5. Builders yard
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Chapman Road
Industrial Fringe
Description
The presence of major transport
infrastructure in the LLDC area creates a
number of locations adjacent to roads and
rail links that are noticeably ‘fringe’ areas.
These slivers of land have challenging
environmental conditions and may be noisy,
polluted and comparatively cut off in terms
of access. They are often occupied by
industrial uses, particularly car mechanics
and construction yards.
Chapman Road has some examples of this
type of space, as do Henrietta Street, Leyton
Road and parts of Carpenters Estate such as
Gibbins Road.

Spatial characteristics
In the case of the Chapman Road location,
a narrow strip of land sits between the A12
and Rothbury Road/ Chapman Road. This
strip houses several car mechanics and car
bodywork shops, a construction yard and a
‘greasy spoon’ café.
The appearance of these business
premises are haphazard. Fences are made
of corrugated steel or other solid panel
materials. The quality of signage is poor.
Large numbers of vehicles visit the premises
throughout the day, as do construction
vehicles and cement trucks.
Benefits
Despite the apparently undesirable nature
of the space and the run down appearance
of many of the businesses, it is being put

Chapman Road, adjacent to A12
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to important secondary and servicing use.
This ability to make use of environmentally
challenging spaces in productive ways is
important. Car mechanics service both taxi
drivers and individuals. These services
are likely to continue to be in demand
in the area, and need may increase if
large numbers of residents are to be
accommodated through new development.
Neighbourhood presence
Aesthetically, the neighbourhood presence
of these businesses is poor. Although, as
described above, they do provide services to
the immediate and wider area.
The existence of Mapp’s Café, open 9am to
9pm - a typical greasy spoon - in this isolated
location, close to this group of industrial
businesses suggests that these uses can be
co-supporting.
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Employment & Placemaking
Recommendations
The following general recommendations in
terms of employment and placemaking are
based on the observation and documentation
of specific locations above.
Food Cluster
Clustering of food businesses, as on
Stour Road, can help to both support the
enterprises themselves, and add to the
vibrancy of a neighbourhood. Physical
proximity of suitable premises is important,
although there are factors that may make
these clusters undesirable next to residential
development.
Such clusters can potentially be supported
and grown through the provision of shared
facilities and business support, such as
the provision of an open-access kitchen.
Encouraging local sourcing, including by
restaurants and cafés that are predicted to
increase in numbers in the area, would be
beneficial to the businesses themselves and
potentially grow the area’s reputation as a
food destination.
Small Business Hub
The presence of a high number of small
to medium scale businesses under the
same roof has a great potential to form
a community of vibrant enterprises, and
associated services. This typology is a good
precedent for developers who may seek to
use employment uses to set a ‘placemaking
tone’ in areas subject to widespread
redevelopment.
Despite being a valuable resource currently,
Stratford Workshops could be a more
positive presence in the area. Improved
street presence that offers a more balanced
relationship between of security and visibility
would be positive, as would upgrading of
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communal areas and encouragement of
business networking within the building and
active marketing to find stable tenants. There
is great potential for this employment hub to
be used as a catalyst for uplift in the area.
Social Yard Space
Autumn Yard is an excellent example of
incoming creative businesses and existing
industrial uses combining to create a
destination with a positive public presence.
This example supports the importance of
external yard spaces in placemaking for
productive places of work as a typical feature
of the Hackney Wick. Fish Island area.
Such spaces should therefore be retained
where possible, or considered for inclusion
in new developments. Innovative mixed use
developments including aspects of the ‘social
yard space’ could be developed as an exciting
update to an existing typology.
Industrial Fringe
Whilst on the surface, the businesses in
‘industrial fringe’ areas such as that seen on
Chapman Road may appear to be detrimental
to their surrounding areas, they are providing
important services and making good use of
environmentally challenging spaces.
Efforts could be made in order for them to
present a better face to the public, such
as the Bread Collective murals in Hackney
Wick. Equally, perceptions that they are
undesirable in an area undergoing significant
regeneration should be tempered.
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90 Main Yard’s inputs, processes and products. Photo: Thomas Adank

Conclusions
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This report presents comprehensive
evidence of the diverse nature of the local
economy in the Legacy Corporation area.
A successful and vibrant local economy will
form a key aspect of the Legacy delivered
here. The presence of such a diversity of
existing enterprise should therefore be
supported and built upon. Based on the
research presented in this report, we make
the following recommendations:
1. Food & Drinks Feast
The growing cluster of food and drinks
related businesses in the area is an
asset both economically and socially, and
should be celebrated and supported:
a) Consider supporting a shared or openaccess kitchen facility for use by start-up
food businesses. Care should be taken
not to undermine existing facilities in the
area provided by other start-ups.
b) Work with the London Food Board to
support businesses in the area through
existing or dedicated programmes.
c) Support local sourcing of food and
drinks products throughout the Legacy
Corporation area through a dedicated
marketing plan.
2. Supporting Making
Manufacturing, over a range of scales
and sectors, is a significant feature of
the Legacy Corporation area economy
currently. Whilst some aspects of this
may decrease in the future, there is
evidence to suggest that some sectors
are growing. This could be supported in
the following ways:
a) Support the delivery of shared workshop
facilities, including digital fabrication hubs.
These can benefit both existing businesses
and new creative enterprise.
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b) Run a ‘Legacy in the Making’
employment programme. Many
businesses expressed an interest in
supporting entry into the workplace either
through educational establishments
or local authorities, but few had been
successful in their attempts at recruiting
in this way. This takes up valuable time
that few can afford to spend. The Legacy
Corporation would be well placed to
make connections between those seeking
work and manufacturing businesses in
the area.
3. Creative & Social Economies
The cultural and social value of the
creative clusters in the area, such as
90 Main Yard, Stour Space and Autumn
Yard, is a huge asset in terms of shaping
the character of the place and supporting
grass-roots entrepreneurship. Demand for
these spaces in the area is likely to rise
with increased residential populations and
the arrival of new educational institutions
and their graduates.
The value of these hubs to new
development is also significant, as can
be seen in the fact that Here East is
actively trying to identify itself with its
neighbours in Hackney Wick.
Ironically, the tenancy of these locations
is often directly threatened by the
prospect of future development on
their sites. The Legacy Corporation
should ensure that applications for
development that threaten the existence
of established studio and small business
workshop space are treated with an
acknowledgment of their value. Where
possible, such space should be reprovided elsewhere or incorporated into
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new developments and offered to the
creative community at an affordable rate.
4. Security of Tenure
The high levels of development in the
area have the potential to negatively
impact existing business, causing them
to relocate or reducing their confidence
in investing in their premises if there is
a perceived threat of eviction. In some
cases, this may be acceptable as part
of a maturing neighbourhood. However,
the risk is that desirable enterprise
and suitable spaces to accommodate it
are also lost. During the course of this
study, many businesses that were both
approached for interviews and interviewed
were observed having their leases ended
or potentially relocating out of the area.
LLDC have a limited role in respect of
this, but it is nonetheless be important
to consider what can be done to prevent
further loss of key local employers.
Development should be carefully
managed to minimise this potentially
negative effect on existing employment.
Where the value of an existing use is
felt to be a particular social, economic
or cultural asset to the area, innovative
examples of mixed use development that
retain and provide new opportunities
for existing uses should be supported.
Live Stock Market (Case Study 12) being
incorporated into new plans for the site
and potentially providing a gallery and
affordable studio space is one such
example.
Meeting the Neighbours
There is strong potential for new
employment development in the Legacy
Corporation area to support existing and
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new business as part of its supply chain.
This is explored in Emerging Trend E.
The Legacy Corporation should continue
to support business-to-business trading
between new arrivals and existing
companies and should seek new and
forward-thinking methods for doing so.
5. Employment & Placemaking
This report has documented the dynamic
between places of work and the urban
character of the areas around them. The
potential for employment uses to set a
‘tone’ of an area should be recognised
in development applications. Careful
consideration of proposed employment
uses, as opposed to generic provision,
should be encouraged. The potential for
meanwhile uses to contribute to changing
perceptions through exciting events
and activities for relatively low levels of
investment should also be considered in
the short term on development sites.
6. Integration of development and
existing uses
An innovative policy and placemaking
approach is required in order to
successfully integrate new proposals into
an existing context. In some cases, there
are physical consequences of employment
uses such as large delivery vehicles, noise
or smells. Wider design implications of
proposed development and its relationship
with existing employment uses, particularly
public realm, transportation and parking,
should be carefully considered. Sites
that lie towards the edges of Strategic
Industrial Locations or Local Industrial
Locations may be especially relevant
in this respect, where the differing
requirements of industrial and mixed use
developments may require resolution.
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